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Foreword
A

sk any employer in any industry or region of
our state what the number one impediment to their
growth and success is today and they will all give
the same answer — the availability of a qualified
workforce. There is simply nothing more important
to Georgia’s economic health and our ability to
attract and retain jobs.
Without question, an investment in education is
an investment in our future. But just as an
underperforming portfolio yields disappointing
returns, the educational investments we are making
today in Georgia have not produced the results we
need. Too many of our systems are lagging behind
the national average, failing our students, and
threatening our economic future.

Our organization is proud to have worked on the
Smarter Funding, Better Outcomes initiative with
partners including the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation, which provided partial funding;
Public Impact, which conducted the research; and
key stakeholders from throughout our state who
share our commitment to improving education for all
Georgia students.
In the end, we all believe that by making funding
decisions based on student need, rewarding
performance, encouraging innovation, improving
transparency and insisting on accountability, we can
indeed do more with Georgia’s education dollars.
More importantly, we can do better by the students
and families we serve and give employers what they
need to create jobs for decades to come.

Some would tell you that the answer is more money.
In this economy, the simple fact is that the state
does not — nor will it at any time in the foreseeable
future — have the ability to significantly increase the
amount of funding dedicated to education.
This led the Georgia Chamber to ask an important
question. Is it possible to create better outcomes
within the current financial restraints? Can we
follow the examples set by other states and nations
and improve our standards without increasing the
amount of money we spend?
This report begins to answer those questions and
suggests some steps our elected leaders should take
to make sure that every dollar the state spends on
education is used efficiently, effectively and with
an unwavering focus on producing results. In our
current financially challenging times, and whenever
higher levels of funding become available in the
future, it is vital that our education funding system
ensures a better return on investment.
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Chris Clark
President & CEO
Georgia Chamber of Commerce

Executive Summary
G e o r g i a ’s Ro a d m a p f o r K - 1 2 F i n a n c e R e f o r m

G

eorgia’s economic health depends on the state’s
ability to educate its students and create a strong
workforce. Yet Georgia’s students lag on nearly every
major indicator of academic achievement. Low
academic achievement hurts the state’s children, as
well as its economy.1 The state is pursuing a number
of promising education initiatives, but one key
element underlies all of these reforms – money.

ways to improve Georgia’s K-12 funding system to
boost educational outcomes statewide. Our focus
in this report is on the structure of school funding in
Georgia, rather than the amount of funding the state
should allocate overall or to specific purposes. Our
aim is to present ideas that would make the system
more equitable, flexible, and transparent and have a
greater positive impact on student learning.

Currently, the state spends approximately $7.5 billion
on K-12 education, while federal and local funds add

It is important to note that the state legislature has
committed significant attention to school funding
through the State Education Finance Study
Commission, which has produced a number of
recommendations for strengthening the current
school finance system and called for further study
of key issues. This report builds on that work
and provides additional recommendations for
Georgia policymakers.

another $10 billion. Despite dedicating more than a
third of the state budget to K-12 education, student
performance in Georgia has been lackluster. While
more dollars would certainly be welcomed by many, at
any level of funding it is vital that each of those dollars
supports student achievement. The Smarter Funding,
Better Outcomes initiative was created to examine

How Georgia Funds its Schools

G

eorgia allocates more than 90 percent of all
state education funding to local school districts
using a series of formulas established by the 1986
Quality Basic Education (QBE) Act.2 The majority of
QBE funding is allocated based on a complex, inputsbased formula that divides the school day into six
segments. For each segment, students are assigned to
one of 19 academic programs. Students with greater
levels of need are assigned to academic programs
with smaller class sizes, and are therefore allocated
more funding.
QBE provides additional funding for teacher salaries
through a Training & Experience (T&E) supplement,
which helps to ensure that districts have enough

funding to pay their staff according to the state
salary schedule.3 Remaining QBE funding supports
indirect costs for things like school and district
administration, equalization, which adds funding for
districts with low property tax wealth, and a host
of other categorical grants. A final calculation
determines how much of a district’s total funding
should come from state versus local sources, with the
state paying a larger share for lower wealth districts.
Since 2003, tough economic and budgetary
conditions have led the state to apply “austerity
reductions” that have decreased the total amount
of funding school districts received.

See for example: National Center of Education Statistics. “NAEP data explorer.” Retrieved from http://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/naepdata/; U.S. Department
of Education. (2012). “Provisional data file: SY2010-11 four-year regulatory adjusted cohort graduation rates.” Retrieved from http://www2.ed.gov/documents/
press-releases/state-2010-11-graduation-rate-data.pdf; College Board Advocacy & Policy Center. (2011). “The college completion agenda: 2011 progress report.”
Retrieved from http://completionagenda.collegeboard.org/sites/default/files/reports_pdf/Progress_Report_2011.pdf
2
Calculated by Public Impact by adding total funding and deductions from the following source codes and dividing by total state funding: Total Quality Basic
Education Formula Earnings (State and Local Funds) – 3120, QBE Allotment (Operating Costs) – 3122, QBE Contra Account – Austerity Reduction – 3124, Total State
Categorical Grants – 3125, QBE Contra Account (Debit) – 3140, and Equalization (Parity) – 3200. Georgia Department of Education. “2010-11 Revenues.”
3
Georgia Department of Education. (2011). “Salary & Operations Detail.” Retrieved from http://app3.doe.k12.ga.us/ows-bin/owa/qbe_reports.public_menu?p_fy=2000;
Equalization grants and all of categorical grants from Georgia Department of Education. “2010-11 Revenues.”
1
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Evaluating Georgia’s School Finance System

T

o evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of
Georgia’s school finance system, we consider how it
performs against four characteristics of a high-quality
system:4

1. Equity: The system directs more resources
to districts whose students have higher levels of
academic need.

the state incentivizes, like paying more for master’s
degrees and experience and across-the-board class
size limits, do not generally impact student
performance. As a result, it is not surprising that
even when Georgia’s per-pupil funding was at its
highest amount (adjusted for inflation), the state’s
performance continued to lag.5

Flexibility and accountability: Rules and
2. Efficiency and effectiveness: Each dollar is
used in a way that maximizes student achievement.

3. Flexibility and accountability: Schools have
the freedom and encouragement to use
funding in ways that meet the unique needs of
their students, including strategies that are new and
creative, in exchange for heightened accountability
for student performance results.

4. Transparency: The average citizen can easily
understand how money is allocated.
Here is how school finance in Georgia stacks up:

Equity: Georgia’s school finance system is relatively
equitable, with some exceptions. Most notably, the
current system allocates more funding per pupil
for smaller districts, compared to the state’s largest
districts. Two factors drive this disparity: 1) per-pupil
operational revenues are higher in smaller districts,
which spread dollars for fixed costs, like the district
superintendent, across fewer students, and 2) since
teachers in smaller districts tend to have more
experience and therefore earn more under the
state’s salary schedule, those districts are allocated
more T&E funding.

Efficiency and effectiveness: Georgia’s finance

regulations, both within and outside of the funding
system, limit how districts and schools can use the
funding they receive. Though the state temporarily
suspended many of these constraints due to
tight budget times, they are set to go back into
force for most districts in 2015. The state has
experimented with new structures to provide
districts greater spending flexibility in return for
greater accountability, including IE2 districts and
charter systems. These structures, however, could be
strengthened to incentivize more change, increase
the return on investment for all districts and do
more to hold districts accountable for student
learning results. In addition, given the option, most
districts are likely to choose the status quo rather
than either of these systems, forcing them to adhere
to constraints like the state salary schedule that do
not directly support student achievement.

Transparency: Georgia’s funding formula is
incredibly complex, and access to key data is an
obstacle to transparency. By digging deeply
enough, it is possible to find the numerous
formulas underlying all of the allocations and
the corresponding data. But it is not practical for
policymakers, let alone regular citizens, to spend
dozens of hours to interpret all of the financial forms
needed to piece together an understanding of how
dollars flow.

system is not designed to incentivize performance.
In fact, research shows that some of the practices

Framework based on the ideas presented in: Hill, P., Roza, M. & Harvey, J. (2008, February). “Facing the future: Financing productive schools.” Center on
Reinventing Public Education.
5
National Center for Education Statistics. “NAEP Data Explorer.” Retrieved from http://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/naepdata/; National Center for
Education Statistics. “State revenues per student (State-Fin.).” Retrieved from http://nces.ed.gov/ccd/bat/
4
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Recommendations
This report makes three recommendations to improve Georgia’s finance system based on the previously
described evaluation:

Recommendation 1: Revise QBE so that the
vast majority of funding is allocated through
a student-based funding formula.
Shift to a student-based model where funding
reflects the relative cost of educating students based
on their needs. Allocate a base amount to each
student, with supplemental funding for students
with higher levels of need using a single,
straightforward formula. This would contrast with
the current inputs-based model, which generally
funds the costs of staff and materials associated with
specific educational programs.

Include as much existing state education
funding as possible in the student-based
formula, so long as those funds are appropriate to
distribute on a per-pupil basis, such as categorical
grants and training and experience. We estimate that
a total of 90 to 95 percent of state funding could be
included in an SBB formula.6

Recommendation 2: Create incentives
to foster innovations aimed at increasing
performance.

Enhance incentives for innovation by allocating a
small portion of existing education funds through an
“Innovation Grant” to districts that develop dramatic
and coherent plans for redesigning their educational
delivery, changing teacher roles, using technology,
or taking other approaches with high potential to
improve student learning within existing funds.

Hold districts accountable for improving
performance by building the state’s capacity to
intervene or parents’ ability to initiate change in
cases of chronic low performance.

Recommendation 3: Build data and
reporting systems that link funding,
expenditures and student outcomes in
meaningful ways.
Create a single repository for financial data
including both revenue and expenditure data at the
state, district, and school levels.

Link financial data to the state’s longitudinal
data system, which includes information on
hundreds of student and teacher characteristics,
including student achievement.

Maximize the flexibility of state dollars by
lifting as many restrictions on state funding and
expenditures as possible, as long as doing so
does not compromise civil rights, safety, or
legal requirements.

Clearly identify how education dollars flow
by creating financial reports that include enrollment
counts for different categories of student need,
and show the amount of funding allocated for
each category.

Refine the state’s vision for reform by
continuing to clarify expectations for district
leadership for achieving better results within
existing budgets.

Develop and report on a set of “power
metrics” that can allow the state to evaluate how
well districts are meeting key strategies.7 Include the
power metrics in Georgia’s new College and Career
Ready Performance Index.

Equalization grant funding, which offsets differences in district wealth, is not included in this calculation. This report does not make recommendations about the
current equalization formula.
7
Miles, K.H, Baroody, K. & Regenstein, E. (2011). “Restructuring resources for high-performing schools: A primer for state policymakers.” Education Resource
Strategies. Retrieved from http://erstrategies.org/documents/pdf/Restructuring-Resources.pdf
6
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Conclusion
Georgia’s education system is at a critical juncture.
Standards are rising for students within the U.S.
and globally. Obtaining a high-quality education will
increasingly determine each citizen’s prospects for
employment, income, and many other life outcomes.
At the same time, budgets for public education will
remain tight. Now is an opportune time for Georgia’s

10

policymakers to re-evaluate the state’s approach to
school funding, and reform its finance system so
that it gives all students the funding they need,
frees educators to meet those needs, and provides
powerful incentives for districts and schools to spend
smartly and achieve better outcomes.

I ntroduction
G

eorgia’s economic health – and future success –
depends on the state’s ability to educate its students
and create a strong workforce. Yet Georgia’s students
lag on nearly every major indicator of academic
achievement. On the 2011 National Assessment
of Educational Progress (NAEP), eighth graders
ranked 34th nationally in reading and 41st in math.8
According to the most recent national graduation
statistics, Georgia trailed the national average by
more than 10 percentage points, outperforming
just two other states.9 Consequently, few Georgians
today hold advanced degrees. Although the state is
now working to improve post-secondary graduation
through the Complete College Georgia Initiative, just
35.7 percent of adults aged 25 to 34 had earned an
associate’s degree or higher in 2009, placing Georgia
34th nationally.10
Low academic achievement hurts the state’s
children, as well as its economy. According to one
study, reducing by half the number of high school
dropouts in metro Atlanta’s 2008 graduating class
would have increased tax revenues by $19 million and
contributed to an additional $110 million in spending
each year. This additional spending and investment
would have supported 1,200 new jobs and increased
the gross regional product by up to $204 million by
the time those graduates reached the midpoints
of their careers.11 This example illustrates the impact
of increasing student performance in just one part of
the state. Every year students underperform, Georgia
loses out at a cost of hundreds of millions of dollars.

As a winner of the federal Race to the Top
competition, the state is pursuing a number of
promising education reforms, from increasing the
number of great teachers and leaders and improving
early learning outcomes to turning around the state’s
lowest-performing schools and developing new data
systems to track performance.12 But a key element
underlying all these reforms is funding. Georgia was
awarded a $400 million grant to begin this work,
but lasting change requires a school finance system
that can sustain and support dramatic reform over
time. Today, the state spends approximately
$7.5 billion annually on K-12 education, more than
a third of its state budget, in addition to another
$10 billion from federal and local sources. But
Georgia’s academic results do not measure up to
those in competing states and nations.
Tough economic times and years of austerity cuts
have made it all the more pressing for Georgia to
get school funding formulas right. While more dollars
would certainly be welcomed by many, at any level
of funding it is vital that each dollar spent supports
student achievement. With budgets tighter than
ever, and an unprecedented opportunity to redefine
how education works in Georgia through Race to
the Top, now is the time to ensure that the state’s
tax dollars are efficiently and effectively allocated to
meet students’ needs and boost achievement.

National Center of Education Statistics. “NAEP data explorer.” Retrieved from http://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/naepdata Education Week. “State
graduation report.” Retrieved from http://www.edweek.org/apps/gmap/details.html?year=2012&zoom=6&type=1&id=GA
9
U.S. Department of Education. (2012). “Provisional data file: SY2010-11 four-year regulatory adjusted cohort graduation rates.” Retrieved from
http://www2.ed.gov/documents/press-releases/state-2010-11-graduation-rate-data.pdf
10
College Board Advocacy & Policy Center. (2011). “The college completion agenda: 2011 progress report.” Retrieved from http://completionagenda.collegeboard.
org/sites/default/files/reports_pdf/Progress_Report_2011.pdf
11
Alliance for Excellent Education (2010). The economic benefits from halving the dropout rate: A boom to businesses in the nation’s largest metropolitan areas.
Washington, DC, p. 21. Available: http://www.all4ed.org/files/EconBeneCityCardBooklet011210.pdf
12
For more information, visit “Georgia’s race to the top.” Available http://rt3ga.com
8
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The Smarter Funding, Better Outcomes initiative
was created to examine ways to improve Georgia’s
K-12 funding system to boost educational outcomes
statewide. Our focus in this report is on the structure
of school funding in Georgia, rather than the amount
of funding the state should allocate overall or to
specific purposes. Our aim is to present ideas that
would make the system more equitable, flexible, and
transparent and have a greater positive impact on
student learning. The state legislature has given
significant attention to the way Georgia funds its
schools through the State Education Finance Study
Commission, which has produced a number of
recommendations for strengthening the current
school finance system and called for further study

12

of a number of key issues. This report will
provide additional, supporting information and
recommendations for Georgia policymakers.
The findings of this report are presented in three
parts. The first part describes how the state currently
allocates funds to its 180 local districts. The second
part outlines the four characteristics of a strong
school finance system and shows how Georgia’s
system could be improved. The report closes by
offering three recommendations to better align
Georgia’s system with those characteristics to
support a smarter, better K-12 system and position
the state to reap a better return on its investment
in public education.

Part 1. How Georgia Funds its Schools
Georgia schools are funded primarily by the state and local governments, with most state funds allocated to local
districts through a complex series of formulas known as Quality Basic Education (QBE). (See Figure 1). The rest of
this section describes in detail how QBE works and the process the state uses to fund its schools.
Figure 1. Breakdown of K-12 funding in Georgia

Other
7%

Federal
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Local
46%

QBE
93%

State
41%
Total education funding

State funding

The state provides approximately 40 percent of all
funding for Georgia’s public K-12 schools each year.13
Local funds account for about 46 percent, with
federal funds making up the rest.14

In accordance with the 1986 Quality Basic Education
Act, Georgia allocates more than 90 percent of state
education funding to districts using the Quality Basic
Education (QBE) formula.15

54% Segmented student funding-direct costs

28% Training & experience

12% Segmented student funding-indirect costs
4% Categorical grants-equalizaon
2% Categorical grants-other

QBE funding

The QBE formula actually consists of a series
of formulas. The majority of QBE funding
(approximately 66 percent, including both
direct and indirect costs) supports an inputsbased, segmented formula in which students
with greater levels of student need are
assigned to academic programs with smaller
class sizes, and are therefore allocated more
funding. Nearly a third of all state education
dollars go to additional funding for teacher
salaries through a Training and Experience (T&E)
supplement. Remaining QBE funding supports
equalization and other categorical grants.16

Dixon, M. (2012). “Public education finances: 2010.” United States Census Bureau, Governments Division Reports.
Retrieved from http://www2.census.gov/govs/school/10f33pub.pdf
14
These figures fluctuate depending on the year and data source. For example, according to the United States Census Bureau, the state share for K-12 revenues was
37.8 percent in 2009-10, and 43.2 percent in 2008-09. The data set we received from the Georgia Department of Education for 2010-11 shows that the state share
was between 36.7 and 41.3 percent depending on how “other” funds are counted. The local and federal shares vary similarly.
15
Calculated by Public Impact by adding total funding and deductions from the following source codes and dividing by total state funding: Total Quality Basic
Education Formula Earnings (State and Local Funds) – 3120, QBE Allotment (Operating Costs) – 3122, QBE Contra Account – Austerity Reduction –
3124, Total State Categorical Grants – 3125, QBE Contra Account (Debit) – 3140, and Equalization (Parity) – 3200. Georgia Department of Education.
“2010-11 Revenues.”
16
Estimated by Public Impact. Figures do not include deductions for local fair share or austerity. Those cuts assumed to come equally from all state revenues.
“Segmented student funding” includes all direct QBE costs (salary and operations) as well as special education itinerant, and special education supplemental
speech. “Indirect costs” include all costs (salary and operations) related to school administration, district administration, media centers, facility M&O, and staff
development. Sources: Weighted student funding and T&E amounts from Georgia Department of Education. (2011). “Salary & Operations Detail.” Retrieved from
http://app3.doe.k12.ga.us/ows-bin/owa/qbe_reports.public_menu?p_fy=2000; Equalization grants and all of categorical grants from Georgia Department of
Education. “2010-11 Revenues.”
13
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The History of K-12 Funding

I

In response, the state passed the Quality Basic
Education Act (QBE) in 1985, which aimed to
mitigate differences in regional and local funding by
establishing the funding formula the state currently
uses to allocate education funds.17

n the wake of the American Civil War, the 1868
Georgia Constitution declared that “a thorough
system of general education (would) be forever free
to all children of the State” – although a nine-month
school calendar was not adopted statewide until
1949. It took another two decades for the integration
of Georgia’s schools to truly take place however,
before K-12 education accounted for the largest
share of the state budget. But significant differences
in regional and local tax revenues resulted in deep
inequities in funding and educational quality from
one district to the next.

Today, the majority of state education dollars are
allocated through the QBE system. There are five
main steps to QBE (See Figure 2):

Figure 2. Major steps in QBE funding

English speakers
of other languages
(ESOL)

Alternative
education

Gifted student
cat. VI
Remedial education

Special education
cat. V

Special education
cat. IV

Special education
cat. III

Special education
cat. II

Special education
cat. I

Vocational lab

Step 2. Add Funding for Indirect Costs*
School admin.

District admin.

Facility M&O

Media centers

Staff development

Step 3. Add Funding for Training and Experience
Examples include:
Nursing

Sparsity

Step 4. Add Funding for Categorical Grants
Migrant
education

Local Fair Share
Other State
Funding;
Examples
Include:

High school
general education

Middle school

Upper elementary
grades early
intervention
Middle grades

Upper elementary
grades

Primary grades early
intervention

Primary grades

Kindergarten early
intervention

Kindergarten

Quality Basic Education

Step 1. Allocate Funding for Direct Costs Using a Segmented Formula

Low-incidence
special education

Step 5. Deductions

Transportation

Equalization
funding

Austerity Cuts

Other State Funding
School nutrition
service grant

Capital outlay
grants

Grants from
K-12 lottery

Funds from
other state
agencies

On behalf
payments

*Indirect costs are also allocated through the segmented formula, but are differentiated here because the rules guiding these
funds are different. See footnote 18 for detail.

The New Georgia Encyclopedia. “Public education (Pre-K-12).” Retrieved from http://www.georgiaencyclopedia.org/nge/Article.jsp?id=h-2619; The New Georgia
Encyclopedia. “Education Reform.” Retrieved from http://www.georgiaencyclopedia.org/nge/Article.jsp?id=h-860
17
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Step 1. Allocate Funding for Direct Costs
Using a Segmented Formula
The first step allocates direct funding, accounting
for more than half of all QBE funding, based on a
“segmented formula” that directs greater funding
toward students with greater need. The state has
identified 19 different academic “programs” in which
a student may be placed, listed in Figure 3. Each
program is associated with a different student to
teacher ratio. The greater the level of student need,
the smaller the ratio. The amount of funding
allocated for each program increases as the student
to teacher ratio decreases because the formula must
cover the cost of hiring more teachers per student.
Student-teacher ratios vary widely across programs.
The average high school student was assigned
a ratio of 23:1 in 2010-11 and allocated the
smallest amount of state funding ($2,769 per
pupil).18 At the other end of the range, students
designated as special education category IV were
allocated the most funding —$16,169 per pupil —
based on their 3:1 ratio.19
Students are not necessarily placed in just one
academic program. Georgia breaks the school day into
six segments, and students are enrolled in one of the
academic programs above for each of these segments
based on need. The state then calculates the amount
of funding it will allocate to pay for the academic
programs in which a district’s students are enrolled.
For example, a 10th grader eligible for English
language support services is assigned to the “high

Figure 3. Academic programs in Georgia’s
funding formula
• Kindergarten
• Kindergarten early intervention
• Primary grades (1-3)
• Primary grades early intervention (1-3)
• Upper elementary grades (4-5)
• Upper elementary grades early elementary (4-5)
• Middle grades (6-8)
• Middle school (6-8)
• High school general education (9-12)
• Vocational lab (9-12)
• Special education category I
• Special education category II
• Special education category III
• Special education category IV
• Special education category V
• Gifted student category VI
• Remedial education program
• Alternative education program
• English speakers of other languages (ESOL)

school general education” program for five segments,
and to the “English speakers of other languages”
(ESOL) program for one segment each day. As a result,
that student would have been allocated $3,480 in
state funds for his district through the segmented
formula portion of QBE (See Figure 4).20 The amount
of funding allocated through this step therefore
reflects the number of students a district enrolls and
the program(s) in which those students are enrolled.

Figure 4. Example of funding allocated through the “segmented formula” portion of QBE

Academic program

Per-pupil program
funding21

Percentage of school
day in program

Funding generated from
program

High school

$2,769.20

5/6

$2,307.67

ESOL

$7,031.37

1/6

$1,171.90

Total

$3,479.56

According to the state’s weighting sheet, this amount also includes some indirect costs, described in Step 2. However, since expenditure controls (which have
temporarily been suspended) apply only to direct costs, the state’s “allotment sheets” pull indirect costs out from student programs. We therefore also
differentiate between direct and indirect costs in this report. For more information, see: Georgia Department of Education. “QBE Reports.” Available http://app3.
doe.k12.ga.us/ows-bin/owa/qbe_reports.public_menu?p_fy=2000
19
Some programs actually have the same student to teacher ratio, but require different staffing. For example, in 2010-11, the remedial education and alternative
education programs both had a 15:1 student to teacher ratio. The alternative education program was more expensive though because it requires more expensive staff.
20
See footnote 18.
21
See footnote 18.
18
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Step 2. Add Funding for Indirect Costs
The state adds funding for indirect costs, including school and district administration, professional development,
and additional instruction, among others. Indirect costs are calculated for each of the academic programs
described in Step 1 and also allocated through the segmented formula. We differentiate them from Step 1
because expenditure controls (which have temporarily been suspended) apply only to direct costs, and are
therefore treated differently by schools and districts.

Step 3. Add Funding for Training
and Experience
In Step 1, the funding amounts associated with each
academic program incorporate the state’s base salary
amounts. The state salary schedule then increases
teachers’ salaries the longer they teach and as
they earn higher degrees. Figure 5 on the following
page illustrates how salary levels for teachers with
different levels of experience and educational
credentials differ. For instance, Teacher 6 is in his first
year of teaching and only holds a bachelor’s degree;
he receives an annual salary of just under $34,000. In
contrast, Teacher 3 has been teaching for at least 21
years and holds a PhD, so she earns the state maximum
annual salary of $72,530. Most teacher salaries fall
somewhere in between these two examples. Salaries
similarly increase for other instructional personnel —
such as subject specialists, psychologists and social
workers — based on experience and credentials.

amount for each district, which provides additional
funding. The T&E amount reflects actual salaries in the
district and is equal to a percentage of the salary costs
calculated in Steps 1 and 2. Districts whose staffs have
more years of experience or higher degrees, therefore,
have a higher T&E percentage and are allocated greater
funding. For example, on average, teachers in Warren
County had fewer than 10 years of experience in
2010-11, well below the state average of 13.2.
Moreover, fewer teachers in that county held
advanced degrees — 53 percent compared to 66
percent statewide. As a result, Warren County had the
lowest T&E supplement in the state — 35 percent. In
contrast, the average teacher in Lincoln County had
more than 19 years of experience in 2010-11, and 71
percent of its teachers held advanced degrees, leading
it to have the largest T&E supplement, at 75 percent.22

To help ensure that districts have enough funding
to pay their staff according to the state salary schedule,
the state calculates a “Training and Experience” (T&E)

Data on teacher experience and degrees available from Georgia Department of Education. “Georgia profile.”
Retrieved from http://archives.gadoe.org/ReportingFW.aspx?PageReq=211&PID=61&PTID=212&StateId=ALL&T=0&FY=2011; Data on T&E available from Georgia
Department of Education. “Salary and operations details.” Retrieved from http://app3.doe.k12.ga.us/ows-bin/owa/qbe_reports.public_menu?p_fy=2000
22
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Figure 5. Example of teacher salary costs included in step 1 versus shortfall23
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All of the dollars allocated in Steps 1 and 2 are not
treated the same, however. The state differentiates
between salary costs for various staff and operational
costs for materials and services. The T&E amount
reflects the salary costs from Steps 1 and 2 multiplied
by the T&E percentage only.24 So in 2010-11, for
example, the funding formula allocated $4.6 billion
for teacher salaries in Step 1, which assumed the
minimum salary. On average, however, teachers
earned considerably more than the base salary,
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resulting in a statewide T&E factor of 49 percent.
Consequently, the funding formula allocated an
additional $2.3 billion ($4.6 billion x 49 percent) for
teacher salaries through T&E.25 The state used the
same process to calculate T&E for other staff as well.26

Georgia Department of Education. “State salary schedule. FY 2012.” Available http://archives.gadoe.org/DMGetDocument.aspx/FY%202012%20Annual%20
State%20Salary%20Schedule.pdf?p=6CC6799F8C1371F6CC083FC5FCEF44D50764DA19750B50ACFDE1D95143AB5E01&Type=D
24
As described in more detail in the “transparency” section, some salaries are not included in the T&E calculation, including aides/paraprofessionals, district
secretaries and accountants, and school secretaries.
25
As we explain below in Step 5, the state did not provide all of this funding. Local fair share and austerity reductions were deducted from the formula amount.
26
To see the T&E calculated for other staff positions, see: Georgia Department of Education. (2011). “Salary & operations detail.” Available http://app3.doe.k12.
ga.us/ows-bin-owa/qbe_reports.public_menu?p_fy=2000
23
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Step 4. Categorical Grants
The QBE formula also includes several categorical grants, which provide funding intended for specific purposes
(See Figure 6 for the full list from 2010-11). A different formula guides the allocation of each of these grants.
Figure 6. Categorical grants included in QBE

• Low-incidence special education
• Sparsity – regular28
• Sparsity – alternative program
• Transportation

• Migrant education27
• Education equalization funding grant
• Nursing services
• Equalization

Equalization is perhaps the most well-known of these categorical grants. The state uses this grant to add funding
for districts with low property tax wealth, helping to ensure that all districts have access to some minimum level
of funding.29

Step 5. Deductions
The amount calculated from Steps 1 through 4 above
is equal to a district’s “gross earnings.” The state
then makes two deductions before arriving at a final
allocation amount:

Local fair share: The state deducts a “local fair
share,” the amount each district is expected to raise
and contribute to its schools. The local fair share is
equal to five mills of tax revenue. The combined local
fair share for all school districts in the state
cannot exceed 20 percent of the QBE formula
amount, however.30 Levying a tax of five mills
generates different amounts of money in different
school districts. As a result, the local fair share will
be higher for districts with high property wealth and
lower for districts with lower property values.

According to the 2010 Census, for example, the
median home in Forsyth County was valued at more
than $276,000, while the median home in nearby
Bartow County was valued at less than $147,000.31
As a result, Forsyth County generated almost twice
as much for every mill levied, compared to Bartow
County — approximately $110 per mill compared
to $59 per mill.32

Austerity: Since 2003, Georgia has deducted
additional across-the-board cuts as part of an
austerity measure to address a decrease in
state revenues. These cuts amounted to about
$135 million in the first year, but that amount grew
to $1.1 billion in fiscal 2013.33

Other State Funding Streams
School districts also receive state funding through a number of grants and programs that fall outside of the QBE
formula, including school nutrition, capital outlay and lottery grants. These funds make up about seven percent
of all state funding.
Migrant education is a federally funded program designed to help reduce the educational disruption and other problems that result from repeated moves.
For more information, see: Georgia Department of Education. “Migrant education program.”
Available http://www.doe.k12.ga.us/School-Improvement/Federal-Programs/Pages/Migrant-Education-Program.aspx
28
Sparsity grants provide additional funding to districts with low student enrollments that cannot therefore reap economies of scale.
29
Districts in counties with relative property tax wealth at or below the statewide average (excluding the top and bottom five percent of districts) can receive
matching equalization funding for each mill above the required five mill share. However, because some districts may levy a higher tax than others, equalization
does not fully address differences in local funding levels.
30
The property ad valorem tax provides the local revenue source for schools. This tax is levied in mills, which are equal to 1/1,000 of a dollar (.001). In other words,
a mill is a tax of one dollar per thousand dollars of property valuation subject to taxation. Some districts levy more than 5 mills, but the Georgia state constitution
caps the maximum millage rate at 20 mills, unless an additional charge is approved by voter referendum (Article VIII, Section VI).
31
United States Census. (2010). “State & county quick facts.” Retrieved from http://quickfacts.census.gov/
32
Calculated by multiplying median home value by 40 percent (the property valuation subject to taxation) and dividing by 1,000.
33
Georgia Department of Education. (2012). “Attachment A – Austerity Cuts Since 2003.” Available http://www.doe.k12.ga.us/External-Affairs-and-Policy/
communications/Documents/Constitutional%20Amendment%20Attachments.pdf
27
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Part 2. Evaluating Georgia’s School
Finance System

T

o evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of Georgia’s school finance system, this report considers how it
performs against four characteristics of a high-quality system:34
1. Equity: The system directs more resources to districts whose students have higher levels of academic need.
2. Efficiency and effectiveness: Each dollar is used in a way that maximizes student achievement.
3. Flexibility and accountability: Schools have the freedom and encouragement to use funding in
ways that meet the unique needs of their students, including strategies that are new and creative, in
exchange for heightened accountability for student performance results.
4. Transparency: The average citizen can easily understand how money is allocated.

Equity
A number of indicators suggest that Georgia’s school
finance system performs relatively well with respect
to equity. In a report analyzing state and local finance
data from 2007 through 2009, the Education Law
Center (ELC) found that funding levels in Georgia
increased relative to student poverty, controlling for
a range of other factors. Georgia was one of just 17
states where that happened.35 Education Week’s
analysis of 2009 finance data gave Georgia a B+ for
funding equity, slightly above the average state.36
Similarly, evaluators in the federal Race to the Top
competition in 2010 awarded Georgia 4.8 out of a
possible 5 points for equitable funding, which was
more than half a point higher than the average state
that entered the competition’s second phase.37
An analysis of 2010-11 data shows a similar trend,
with the “formula funding level” increasing as the
percentage of students qualifying for free or reduced
price lunch increases (See Figure 7 on the following
page). As mentioned previously, the state takes several
steps to try to ensure that all districts have access to the
funds they need to educate their students regardless of

district wealth. Indeed, it is critical that every student
have access to quality education regardless of
where he or she lives, and funding is an important
component of that reality. Current adjustments
for district wealth include local fair share (which
lowers the state contribution) and equalization (which
increases the state contribution).
However, these adjustments make it difficult to
accurately compare how districts are otherwise
treated in the state’s funding system. To make an
“apples to apples” comparison of funding across
districts, this report examines the amount each
district would be allocated each year under the
funding formula after austerity reductions but
excluding deductions for local fair share and additions
for equalization. These dollars are referred to
throughout the rest of the report as the “formula
funding level.” To be clear, this is not the amount
of funding each district actually receives from the
state, but the minimum amount the state’s formula
determines each district would have from state and
local sources.

Framework based on the ideas presented in: Hill, P., Roza, M. & Harvey, J. (2008, February). “Facing the future: Financing productive schools.” Center on
Reinventing Public Education.
35
Baker, B., Sciarra, D., & Farrie, D. (2012). “Is school funding fair? A national report card.” Education Law Center. Newark, N.J. Available
http://www.schoolfundingfairness.org/National_Report_Card_2012.pdf; A report from Ball State University found, however, that Georgia’s funding system is not
equitable with respect to its charter schools. On average, charter schools received $2,800 less than traditional schools would have received to educate the same
students in 2006-07. Batdorff, M., Maloney, L. & May, J. (2010). “Charter school funding: Inequity persists.” Ball State University.
Available http://cms.bsu.edu/Academics/CollegesandDepartments/Teachers/Schools/Charter/CharterFunding.aspx
36
Education Week. (2012). “Quality Counts.” Available http://www.edweek.org/ew/qc/index.html
37
U.S. Department of Education. (n.d.). Race to the Top fund. Retrieved from http://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop/phase2-applications/index.html
34
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Figure 7. Per-pupil formula funding level versus FRL enrollment by district, 2010-1138
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State Funding System Favors Smaller Districts
Although Georgia’s funding system is fairly equitable
on the whole, the data reveal some exceptions. Most
notably, the per-pupil formula funding level tends to
decrease as district enrollment increases, with the
state’s largest districts allocated less funding per pupil
compared to its smallest districts. The formula
funding level for the state’s smallest districts
(enrolling 500 students or less) was significantly more
than for other districts in the state — more than
$7,400 per pupil, compared to about $5,500 per pupil
for the average district — a difference of 35 percent.
Again, this is before additional state funding via
equalization to compensate for low property
wealth or local fair share deductions.
The much higher per-pupil formula funding level for
the state’s smallest districts can be attributed largely
to economies of scale — or lack thereof. As mentioned
above, not all funding is determined on a per-pupil
basis. For example, districts enrolling up to 5,000
students are allocated funding for a superintendent,

The state’s smallest districts are not the only ones
that benefit from Georgia’s funding formula. In
general, districts enrolling fewer students are
allocated more funding per pupil than even the state’s
largest districts. The per-pupil formula funding level
for the state’s largest six districts — City of Atlanta,
Clayton, Cobb, DeKalb, Fulton and Gwinnett — which
together enroll about a third of all students in the
state, is markedly less than the average amount for
districts enrolling fewer than 3,500 students.40 Across
these groups, the difference is about $700 per pupil
(See Figure 8 on the following page).

“Formula funding level” amounts represent the minimum funds each district should receive from state and local sources. They include QBE earnings and
categorical grants but exclude local fair share deductions and equalization additions. Sources: Georgia Department of Education. “2010-11 Revenues”; Georgia
Department of Education. “2010-11 Report Card, Demographics.xls.” Retrieved from http://reportcard2011.gaosa.org/(S(5w0q4545fxvfvw454gszbm45))/k12/
cDLS5.aspx?TestType=Comparisons=
39
Georgia Department of Education. 2008. “QBE Program Reporting/Budgeting” in Financial Management for Georgia Local Units of Administration.
Available http://www.doe.k12.ga.us/Finance-and-Business-Operations/Financial-Review/Pages/LUAS-Manual.aspx
40
We examine funding trends for districts enrolling fewer than 3,500 students because that group included more than half of the state’s 180 districts in 2010-11.
38
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two assistant superintendents, a secretary, and
an accountant.39 The cost of these positions on a
per-pupil basis is much higher for the smallest
districts, because there are fewer students across
whom to divide the costs. On a per-pupil basis, these
same positions therefore generate 10 times as much
funding in a district enrolling 500 students as they are
in a district enrolling 5,000 students.

Figure 8. Per-pupil formula funding level by district enrollment, 2010-1141
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District enrollment
There may be legitimate reasons that smaller
districts are allocated more funding than larger
districts — for example, if they serve students with
greater needs. In fact, on average, smaller districts
enrolled a higher percentage of students qualifying
for free or reduced-price lunch and identified for
remedial programs in 2010-11.42 But in Georgia,
differences in student need are not the major driver
of funding differences between small and large
districts. The major driver is that, on average, teachers
in smaller districts earn more than their counterparts

in larger districts because of a combination of longer
tenure and more advanced degrees.43 Yet as discussed
in more detail below, research shows that teacher
experience and higher-level degrees do not
necessarily impact student performance. As explored
in more detail in the next section of this report,
smaller districts in Georgia also tend to enroll a higher
percentage of low-income students. On average,
70 percent of students in these districts qualify for
free or reduced price lunch, compared to 57 percent
in the five largest districts.44

Georgia Department of Education. “2010-11 Revenues.”; Georgia Department of Education. “2010-11 Report Card, Demographics.xls.” Retrieved from
http://app.doe.k12.ga.us/ows-bin/owa/fte_pack_ethnicsex.display_proc; Georgia Department of Education. “FTE October 4, 2011.”
Retrieved from http://app.doe.k12.ga.us/ows-bin/owa/fte_pack_ethnicsex.display_proc
41

42

Average percentage of students with the following characteristics of student need
Enrollment

Free or Reduced-Price
Lunch

Students Identified for
Remedial Programs

Special Education
Students

English Language
Learners

<3,500

71%

12%

11%

2%

>50,000

62%

8%

10%

9%

FRL, Special Education, and ELL data from Georgia Department of Education. “2010-11 Report Card, Demographics.xls.” Retrieved from http://reportcard2011.gaosa.
org/(S(5w0q4545fxvfvw454gszbm45))/k12/cDLS5.aspx?TestType=Comparisons=; Percentage of students identified for a remedial program calculated as the
percentage of students enrolled in one of the state’s remedial programs according to the district’s system allotment sheet, including: Kindergarten Early Intervention,
Primary Grade Early Intervention, Upper Grade Early Intervention, Vocational Lab, Special Education Program (all categories), and Alternate Education Program.
Georgia Department of Education. (2011). “System allotment sheets.” Retrieved from http://app3.doe.k12.ga.us/ows-bin/owa/qbe_reports.public_menu?p_fy=2000
43
In addition to the state mandated minimum salary, districts across Georgia provide a local supplement, ranging from less than $1,000 to over $10,000 in 2008. As a
result, some districts with less experienced or credentialed teachers may actually pay their teachers more than districts with more experienced and credentialed
teachers. For example, the average teacher in Atlanta Public Schools has 10.9 years of experience and makes $59,417, while the average teacher in Fulton County
makes nearly $7,000 less – $52,483 – and has spent the same amount of time in the classroom (average years of experience in Fulton County is 10.9 years). These
supplements are funded through local taxes, however, rather than state. Local supplement range from Fiscal Research Center, Andrew Young School of Policy
Studies at Georgia State University. (2008). “Variation in Teacher Salaries in Georgia.” Available http://aysps.gsu.edu/sites/default/files/documents/frc/Rpt_183FIN.pdf
44
Georgia Department of Education. (2011). “Free and Reduced Price Meal Eligibility, October 4, 2011.” Retrieved from http://app3.doe.k12.ga.us/ows-bin/owa/
fte_pack_frl001_public.entry_form
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Differences in Teacher Experience Drive Funding Differences
The size of the T&E supplement calculated in the
funding formula depends on actual teacher pay for
the teachers working in a particular district, which
varies based on years of experience and whether
or not a teacher has earned an advanced degree.
Although approximately the same percentage of
teachers in the state’s largest districts (enrolling more
than 50,000 students) have an advanced degree as
teachers in the state’s smaller districts (enrolling fewer
than 3,500 students), teachers in the smaller districts
tend to have more experience — 14.7 years compared
to 11.8 years in 2010-11.45 As a result, the average T&E
factor for those smaller districts is larger — 53 percent
compared to 46 percent for the largest districts in
2010-11.46 The smaller districts were allocated $1,700
per pupil from the T&E portion of the state’s funding
formula in 2010-11, while the largest districts were
allocated $1,500 — a difference of $200 per pupil.47
Differences in T&E can be substantial regardless
of district size — and typically represent a
greater alignment between funding and teacher
characteristics than between funding and student
need. Consider Coweta and Fayette Counties, which
are similar in many regards; both enrolled just over

However, teachers in Fayette County had more than
15.6 years of experience on average, compared to
about 12.5 in Coweta County. A higher percentage of
teachers in Fayette County also held an advanced
degree — 70 percent compared to just under
60 percent in Coweta County.48 As a result, Fayette
County had a higher T&E,49 and once that was
factored in, Fayette County was actually allocated
$207 more per pupil. 50 Although Step 1 of Georgia’s
process does a good job allocating the same levels of
funding for students with the same needs, the T&E
supplement does not. It allocates resources based on
teacher characteristics rather than student need.

Georgia Department of Education. “Georgia profile.”
Retrieved from http://archives.gadoe.org/ReportingFW.aspx?PageReq=211&PID=61&PTID=212&StateId=ALL&T=0&FY=2011
46
Georgia Department of Education. (2010). “Training and experience, FY 2011.”
Retrieved from http://app3.doe.k12.ga.us/ows-bin/owa/qbe_reports.public_menu?p_fy=2000
47
Calculated by adding total T&E for each group of districts and dividing by enrollment for that group. Enrollment data from Georgia Department of Education.
“FTE October 4, 2011.” Retrieved from http://app.doe.k12.ga.us/ows-bin/owa/fte_pack_ethnicsex.display_proc; T&E data from Georgia Department of Education.
(2011). “Salary & operations detail.” Retrieved from http://app3.doe.k12.ga.us/ows-bin/owa/qbe_reports.public_menu?p_fy=2000
48
Georgia Department of Education. (2011). “2010-11 report card – Coweta County” and “2010-11 report card – Fayette County.”
Available http://archives.gadoe.org/ReportingFW.aspx?PageReq=211&StateId=ALL&PID=61&PTID=67&CTID=215&T=0&FY=2011
49
The T&E for Coweta County was 46 percent in 2010-11, compared to 60 percent for Fayette County. Georgia Department of Education. (2011). “QBE007 training
and experience.” Retrieved from http://app3.doe.k12.ga.us/ows-bin/owa/qbe_reports.public_menu?p_fy=2000
50
This example excludes several other funding streams that are part of QBE earnings, but not distributed through one of the state’s 19 academic programs,
including: salary costs for the superintendent, assistant superintendent(s), and principal and funding for special education itinerant and special education
supplemental speech.
45
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20,000 students in 2010-11. Under Georgia’s current
classification system, a higher percentage of students
in Coweta County required additional academic
support. Therefore, before T&E, the average student
in Coweta County was allocated $165 more funding
than the average student in Fayette County through
the first two steps of QBE, or $3,764 compared to
$3,599 (See Figure 9 on the following page).

Figure 9. Segmented formula funds with and without T&E, Coweta County versus Fayette County51
Program

Total salary and operations
from program without T&E
Total salary and operations
without T&E per pupil54
Total T&E
T&E per pupil
Total salary and operations
with T&E
Total salary & operations
with T&E per pupil

Coweta County
Student
Count
22,024

Fayette County

Revenue52

Student
Count

Revenue53

$82,900,518

21,725

$78,189,059

$3,764

$3,599

$33,651,254

$41,281,366

$1,528

$1,900

$116,551,772

$119,470,425

$5,292

$5,499

Difference

$165
($372)

($207)

Efficiency and Effectiveness
Georgia’s finance system is not designed to incentivize

or performance. In 2012-13, for example, teachers

performance. In fact, the research shows that some
of the things the state does incentivize, like paying
more for master’s degrees and experience, do not
necessarily impact student performance.

with a master’s degree in a relevant field may receive
as much as $7,500 more than a teacher with the same
amount of experience who only holds a bachelor’s
degree.57 On average, the “master’s pay bump” cost
Georgia $313 per student in 2008-09.58 This is not to
say that the state should not set guidelines or
recommendations around teacher pay, but rather
that those recommendations should focus on
compensating teachers for actions and competencies
that data show increase student performance.59
Similarly, the state could continue to provide a
financial incentive for teacher development, but
should only do so when the data show a link
between that development and student outcomes.

Multiple studies have demonstrated that, on
average, students whose teachers have master’s
degrees do not generally perform better than those
whose teachers have only a bachelor’s degree.55
And a similar volume of research has shown that
beyond the first few years of a teacher’s career,
additional years of experience have little correlation
with the results achieved by a teacher’s students.56
Yet Georgia’s current salary scale rewards
teachers for both, regardless of their responsibilities

Student counts and T&E amounts from: Georgia Department of Education. (2011). “System allotment sheets.” Retrieved from
http://app3.doe.k12.ga.us/ows-bin/owa/qbe_reports.public_menu?p_fy=2000; “Salary & operations detail.” Retrieved from
http://app3.doe.k12.ga.us/ows-bin/owa/qbe_reports.public_menu?p_fy=2000; Weighted student funding amounts from Georgia Department of Education.
(2011). “Weights for FTE funding formula.” Retrieved from http://app3.doe.k12.ga.us/ows-bin/owa/qbe_reports.public_menu?p_fy=2000
52
Equals student count times segmented student funding amount
53
Equals student count times segmented student funding amount
54
Values include dollars allocated for these 19 programs only, and excludes additional QBE earnings included in the “Salary & operations detail” worksheet.
See footnote 50.
55
See, for example: Walsh, K. & Tracy, C. O. “Increasing the odds: How good policies can yield better teachers.” National Center on Teacher Quality. Retrieved from
http://www.nctq.org/nctq/images/nctq_io.pdf; Miller, R. & Roza, M. (2012, July). “The sheepskin effect and student achievement: De-emphasizing the role of
master’s degrees in teacher compensation.” Center for American Progress. Retrieved from http://www.americanprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/issues/2012/07/pdf/miller_masters.pdf. Selected research shows slight positive effects on students whose math and science teachers have advanced coursework in
the subject they teach. However, similar effects have not been shown for other subject areas or more general education degrees, and the vast majority of research
shows no correlation at all. See, for example: Rice, J. K. (2003, August). “Teacher quality: Understanding the effectiveness of teacher attributes.” Washington, DC:
Economic Policy Institute; Clotfelter, C. T., Ladd, H. F., & Vigdor, J. L. (2007, March). “How and why do teacher credentials matter for student achievement?” Working Paper 2. Washington, DC: Urban Institute, National Center for Analysis of Longitudinal Data in Education Research. Retrieved from http://www.caldercenter.
org/PDF/1001058_Teacher_Credentials.pdf. Basing a statewide salary schedule on rewarding master’s degrees therefore proves problematic.
56
Gordon, R., Kane, T. J., & Staiger, D. O. (2006). “Identifying effective teachers using performance on the job.” Washington, DC: The Brookings Institution. Retrieved
from http://www3.brookings.edu/views/papers/200604hamilton_1.pdf; Hanushek, E. A., & Rivkin, S. G. (2007, Spring). “Pay, working conditions, and teacher
quality.” Excellence in the Classroom, 17(1), 69–86. Retrieved from http://futureofchildren.org/futureofchildren/publications/docs/17_01_FullJournal.pdf
57
Based on teachers with 21+ years of experience. Georgia Department of Education. (2011). “State salary schedule.” Retrieved from http://archives.gadoe.org/
DMGetDocument.aspx/FY%202012%20Annual%20State%20Salary%20Schedule.pdf?p=6CC6799F8C1371F6CC083FC5FCEF44D50764DA19750B50ACFDE1D95143A
B5E01&Type=D
58
Roza, M. & Miller, R. (2009). “Separation of degrees: State-by-state analysis of teacher compensation for master’s degrees.” Center for American Progress.
Retrieved from http://www.americanprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/issues/2009/07/pdf/masters_degrees.pdf
59
For more of this topic, see: Public Impact. (2009). “Re-slicing the teacher compensation pie: How to permanently fund teacher contributions to children’s
learning.” Available http://publicimpact.com/publications/Public_ImpactRe-SlicingtheTeacherCompensationPie.pdf
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Since the system is not designed to incentivize
performance, it is not surprising that there appears
to be no linkage between how much a Georgia
district spends and how well its students perform. In
a national 2011 study, researchers developed three
productivity measures that drew on spending and
performance data from the 2007-08 school year.60
The researchers then rated school districts on the
amount of academic achievement they received
for each dollar spent relative to other districts in
their state after adjusting for a variety of factors,
including cost-of-living differences and student
demographics, such as student characteristics shown
to indicate greater need. The report found that highspending school districts were often inefficient, a trend
that also held true in Georgia. Only about a third of
Georgia districts ranking in the top quartile statewide
with respect to spending were also in the top quartile
with respect to achievement.61
When Georgia’s return on investment is examined in
a national context, the state does not fare well either.
On the 2009 National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP) in 8th grade math, for example,
Georgia students performed below the national
average. Similarly, per-pupil state funding in Georgia

in 2009, adjusted for regional cost differences, is also
below the national average.62 Georgia is therefore
classified as a “low-performing, low-spending”
state. But while it may be tempting to focus on
Georgia’s lower-than-average spending, many other
states are achieving high performance with low
spending. In fact, just as many low-spending states
were high-performing (above the national average)
as were low-performing (below the national average).
Clearly, Georgia could do — and needs to do — more
with each dollar it has.
Importantly, even when more funds were available,
Georgia was not able to transform those additional
dollars into better student results. A 2009 report
for the Center for an Educated Georgia found that
high school graduation rates actually fell as funding
increased between 1990 and 2005.63 Using national
data, and after controlling for inflation, state funding
per-pupil increased by 55 percent between 1991-92
— the first year for which national test data exist for
4th and 8th grades — and 2007-08, when state funding
in Georgia hit its peak. Over the same period, scores
on the NAEP increased by just 3 to 10 percent.64

Boser, U. (2011). “Return on educational investment: A district-by-district evaluation of U.S. educational productivity.” Center for American Progress. Available
http://www.americanprogress.org/issues/2011/01/pdf/dwwroi.pdf
61
Public Impact analysis of Center for American Progress data. Retrieved from http://www.americanprogress.org/issues/education/news/2011/01/19/8912/returnon-educational-investment-methodology-and-data/
62
We use 2009 data because they are the most recent financial data available that has been adjusted for regional differences. Education Week. (2012). “School
finance.” Retrieved from http://www.edweek.org/media/ew/qc/2012/16sos.h31.finance.pdf; National Center for Education Statistics. “NAEP data explorer.”
Retrieved from http://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/naepdata/
63
Scafidi, B. (2009). “Return on investment? Public education in Georgia.” Center for an Educated Georgia. Available http://www.georgiafamily.org/images/stories/
Studies/ReturnonInvestment-CEGStudy.pdf
64
National Center for Education Statistics. “NAEP data explorer.” Retrieved from http://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/naepdata/; National Center for Education
Statistics. “State revenues per student (State-Fin.).” Retrieved from http://nces.ed.gov/ccd/bat/; The NAEP was not administered in 2007-08, so our analysis uses
performance results from 2008-09 instead.
60
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Flexibility and Accountability
Georgia also does not fare well with respect to funding flexibility. Rules and regulations, both within and outside of
the funding system, limit how districts and schools can use the funding they receive. These rules originally aimed to
ensure that districts spent their dollars wisely, but as interpreted, they have held districts accountable for spending
their dollars in a particular way, rather than using each dollar to impact student achievement. Though the state has
taken several steps to increase spending flexibility, these efforts have fallen short of where they need to be to truly
support student achievement.

Restrictions on Spending
A large number of categorical grants require that
districts and schools spend the funds they receive
in a particular way. These mechanisms for allocating
additional K-12 education funds outside of the state’s
main funding formula appear as separate budgetary
line items, and the funds are restricted to a specific
program or purpose. There are a number of
categorical programs within QBE, such as
transportation. Other categorical programs are
outside of QBE. For example, there were more than
60 “other grants” from the Georgia Department of
Education in 2010-11 for specific programs and
resources, from camps to preschool and math and
science initiatives. Although these grants account for
a relatively small portion of the state’s total education
funding, they make up a much larger percentage of
available funding after paying salary costs.

65

Inflexibility is also inherent in a number of state
policies outside the funding system. Earlier, this
report explained how the salary schedule — which
was created through state law and developed by
the state department of education — rewards
teachers based on experience and the degrees they
earn, even though there is little correlation between
these characteristics and student achievement.65
Districts must adhere to the state’s minimum salary
schedule, making it nearly impossible for districts to
implement new, performance-driven systems that
require different roles and responsibilities for
educators, because they cannot adjust the pay
scale accordingly.

O.C.G.A. § 20-2-212
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Similarly, mandated class-size ratios have
forced districts to spend education dollars in a
particular way, though most studies on class-size
effects have found limited impact, or none at all, from
reducing class size.66 Even among studies that have
linked reductions in class size to increases in student
performance, the decrease in class size required to
get those results was dramatic — between 7 and 10
students — and the effects were rarely felt beyond
the early grades.67 Reducing class size is incredibly
expensive. In 2010-11, the average teacher salary in
Georgia was almost $53,000. In a kindergarten class
of 18, nearly $3,000 of each student allotment went
toward the classroom teacher’s salary. Increasing
class size by just one student — to 19 — would have
freed up more than $150 per pupil. And a class of
20 would have freed up around $300 per pupil to redirect towards other interventions, like technology, an
extended school day, or tutors. Class size in many topperforming countries is much larger than in the United

States; among the seven Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
nations with a reported graduation rate of 90 percent
and higher, the average class is 27 — higher than
even the largest class-size ratio included in Georgia’s
academic programs.68
The state has waived class-size ratios in recent years
in response to austerity cuts, as they have other
restrictions that once required districts to spend
funding for a specific purpose, such as on media
center costs and professional development. Again,
this is not to suggest that districts should do away
with these things, only that decisions about how much
to spend on them are best left to the districts, which
can better weigh the specific needs of their students
than can the state. But unless policies change, those
restrictions may be put back in place as state
revenues begin to climb back up, despite questions
about their impact.

Recent Efforts to Increase Flexibility
Over the past two decades, the state has
experimented with new ways of providing
schools and districts greater spending flexibility.

At the district level, district leaders can now apply to
become part of two programs:

At the school level, operators can apply for and open
a charter school. Charter schools are independent
public schools that receive flexibility in exchange for
accountability — if they underperform, they can lose
their charter, forcing them to close. In Georgia, there
are two types of charter schools — those authorized
by a local education agency or district, and those
authorized by the state.69 In 2011-12, 105 charter
schools operated in Georgia.70

partnership contracts are multi-year contracts
between local boards of education and the state
Board of Education that provide additional autonomy
and decision-making authority at the district level.
Districts receive waivers related to class size,
certification, salary schedule requirements,
expenditure controls, categorical allotment
requirements, certification requirements and
“any other requirements or provisions... as identified
by the local school system and approved by the
state board” that do not compromise safety or
are unlawful.

See for example: Jepsen, C. & Rivkin, S. (2009). “Class Size Reduction and Student Achievement: The Potential Tradeoff between Teacher Quality and Class Size,”
Journal of Human Resources, 44(1): 223–250; Woessmann, L. & West, M. (2006). “Class-Size Effects in School Systems Around the World: Evidence from BetweenGrade Variation in TIMSS,” European Economic Review, 50(3): 695–736; Dee, T.S. & West, M.R. “The Non-Cognitive Returns to Class Size,” Education Evaluation and
Policy Analysis
67
Krueger, A.B. (1999). “Experimental Estimates of Education Production Functions,” Quarterly Journal of Economics, 115(2): 497–532. Rivkin, S.G., Hanushek, E.A.
& Kain, J.A. (2005). “Teachers, Schools, and Academic Achievement,” Econometrica, 73(2): 417–458; Angrist, J.D. & Lavy, V. (1999). “Using Maimonides’ Rule to
Estimate the Effect of Class Size on Scholastic Achievement,” Quarterly Journal of Economics, 114(2): 533–575.
68
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development. (2009). “Education at a glance 2009: OECD Indicators.”
http://www.oecd.org/document/24/0,3343,en_2649_39263238_43586328_1_1_1_1,00.html
69
This description does not apply to Charter System schools, which we describe separately.
70
National Alliance of Public Charter Schools. “The public charter schools dashboard.” Retrieved from
http://dashboard.publiccharters.org/dashboard/schools/page/overview/state/GA/year/2012; Figure excludes charter system schools.
66
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Investing in Educational Excellence (IE2)

Districts can also choose to become charter
systems, which receive waivers for most state
mandates and must give schools in the district
authority over decisions related to personnel,
resources, curriculum and instruction, academic
monitoring, and school operations. In addition,
charter systems receive up to an additional $100 per
pupil to fund innovation and change.
In exchange for these flexibilities, the Georgia
Department of Education has taken steps to increase
accountability for student performance. If IE2 districts

While Georgia has taken some encouraging steps to
increase flexibility in return for greater accountability
through these programs, the system it has created
falls short in at least four critical ways:
1. Status quo districts lack the flexibility or
incentive to change. The requirements for status
quo districts do not make sense from the perspective of
promoting student achievement. As explained earlier,
there is little reason to think that following many of the
current restrictions — including restrictions related to
class size, salaries and certification — will necessarily
help districts improve student performance.
Status quo districts also do not face enough
accountability. Unlike IE2 districts, which can have
schools taken over for failing to meet the targets in
their contracts — and to a lesser extent charter
systems, which can lose their charter and their
per pupil supplements for underperformance —
districts that choose the status quo option have no
real incentive to meet performance targets.

fail to meet academic targets, the district can lose
governance of non-performing schools. Meanwhile,
charter systems can lose the additional funds they
receive, their charters, and have to return to their
previous governance.
Beginning in June 2015, districts must choose to
become either an IE2 district, a charter system, or
maintain the status quo where all of the current
laws, regulations, policies and procedures apply.
We anticipate that the vast majority of districts will
maintain the status quo.

2. Differences between IE2 and the charter

system accountability and funding systems lack
a clear rationale. While governance sits primarily at
the district level for IE2 districts, it is pushed down
to the schools for districts that choose to become
charter systems. While this difference represents
two distinct approaches, it is unclear why they
should create different accountability and funding
implications for participating districts. As described
above, schools in IE2 districts face state takeover of
schools for underperformance, while the worst-case
scenario for charter systems is a return to the status
quo and a decrease in funding. Charter systems
receive additional funding for innovation, while
IE2 systems do not. There appears to be no clear
justification for why accountability and funding should
work differently in these two scenarios.
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3. Neither option directly incentivizes dramatic

changes in the education delivery system with
the potential to generate large increases in
return on investment. IE2 and charter systems
incentivize student performance gains and have
induced several districts to engage in solid reforms.
To build on this foundation, however, policymakers
will need to ask for more. Georgia faces a daunting
task: meeting rapidly rising global education standards
in an era of fixed or slow-rising fiscal resources. The
next generation of incentives needs to ask districts
to propose fundamental changes in how education
works, yielding a substantially higher return on
investment than what we see even from today’s
ambitious reforms.

increasingly likely to receive instruction from a variety
of sources. Georgia’s funding system — even with the
flexibilities of IE2 and charter systems — may not be
well suited to a world in which the providers, location,
and pacing of learning becomes more complex and
diverse. For example, seat-time requirements force
students to progress based on grade levels and school
calendars as opposed to their mastery of academic
standards or competencies, which runs counter to
one of the greatest benefits of digital learning – selfpacing. As new structures are put in place, it is
important to begin to plan to design a funding
system that enables new and developing instructional
delivery models.71

4. The system is not ideally positioned for future
innovations in education. As digital learning and
other methods continue to develop, students may be

Transparency
In a 2009 report that rated states’ educational
innovation, Georgia ranked 31st for its finance
system, scoring a “C” both for online accessibility
of state finance data and for the simplicity of the
state funding mechanism.72 Here are just a few
examples of the complications and nuances with
which Georgia’s finance system is deeply riddled:

QBE Complexity
Ultimately, Georgia’s funding formula is incredibly
complex. The explanation earlier in the report
simplifies the actual allocation process considerably.
For example:
• T&E calculations apply to the salary portion of
QBE earnings, but the salaries for secretaries,

• Distinctions between salary and operations and
direct and indirect costs are presented differently
in different state reporting sheets. Although these
documents each have a distinctive purpose and aim
to increase transparency, they can make it difficult to
identify the formulas driving some funding amounts.
• It is not clear exactly how additional funding for
some students receiving speech services or special
education service providers who work in multiple
locations fit into QBE because they are not included
in either salary or operations costs and are also not
listed with categorical grants.73

For example, the state’s virtual schools typically received about $3,200 per pupil from the state in 2010, and no local funding, a sharp contrast to the state’s brickand-mortar schools. ESchool News. “Virtual schools in a fight for adequate funding.”
Retrieved from http://www.eschoolnews.com/2010/10/14/virtual-schools-in-a-fight-for-adequate-funding/
72
Hess, F.M. (2009). “Leaders and laggards: A state-by-state report card on educational innovation.” Center for American Progress, US Chamber of Commerce.
Available http://www.uschamber.com/sites/default/files/files/09reportcard/09_leadersandlaggards.pdf
73
A student will qualify for Special Education Supplemental Speech funds if he or she: 1) receives at least 4 segments of non-speech special education services in a
single category, and 2) also receives speech services for less than ½ of a segment. Each supplement is about $500, about one third of the direct instruction funding
within a Category III segment. State Education Finance Study Commission, Support Services Subcommittee. Presentation at meeting on July 20, 2012. Available
http://www.doe.k12.ga.us/Finance-and-Business-Operations/Financial-Review/Documents/HB%20192%20Documents/School%20Psychologists%20Social%20
Workers%20and%20SLP.pdf
71
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accountants, and paraprofessionals are not included
in that calculation.

Volume of Codes
State revenue data can be combined under 15 source
codes, but there are hundreds of program codes
under those source codes. For example, there are
40 program codes under the Total Quality Basic
Education Formula Earnings source code — that’s
40 separate calculations for each district — not to
mention another 24 for the “operating costs” portion
of QBE. Across all state funding, there are even
more codes — over 300, each of which is based on
a different formula.

While it is possible to find the numerous formulas
underlying all of these allocations, it is not practical
for policymakers, let alone regular citizens, to
interpret all of the financial forms needed to piece
together an understanding of how dollars flow.

Access to Data
In addition to the sheer complexity of the current
formula, access to key data is also an obstacle to
transparency. Georgia makes a large amount of
financial data available online, but several key pieces
are missing or in a form that makes analysis difficult.
As a result, we spent dozens of hours hand-inputting
figures from the state’s nearly 200 districts and state
charter schools into spreadsheets we could analyze.74
For anyone who is trying to understand how state
dollars flow to local districts, the current finance
system makes that incredibly difficult to achieve.
Policymakers, who perhaps have the greatest need
for the ability to review how any future changes would
affect the education finance system, also have no

74

efficient way to examine the data. They simply exist
in too many forms. Second, the complexity creates
significant burdens for state and district personnel. It
makes it difficult for them to plan for future years. And
it requires a level of accounting and reporting that
drains valuable time and attention.
It would be one thing if all of this complexity was
carefully designed to maximize student performance
— but that is not the case. Part 3 of the report
describes a set of reforms that would make the
system simpler, more transparent and more
effectively positioned to support student need
and achieve better outcomes.

We want to recognize, however, that we did not make a formal request for these data because our timeline did not allow for time to wait.
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Part 3. Recommendations
T

he rest of this report includes recommendations for improving Georgia’s school finance system by enhancing
equity, efficiency and effectiveness, flexibility and accountability, and transparency.

Recommendation 1: Revise QBE so that the Vast Majority of Funding is
Allocated Through a Student-Based Funding Formula
As explained in the first part of this report, most
state funding for Georgia’s schools — approximately
66 percent — is determined through an inputsbased, segmented formula (including both direct
and indirect costs) where student enrollment and
the costs of providing a particular mix of academic
programs drive the amount of funding that districts
receive. In contrast, the remaining third of state
funding is allocated through a variety of formulas
that reflect differences in teacher experience and
credentials (T&E), district enrollment (central
administration costs), and other student counts.
By increasing the percentage of funding allocated
through a single, student-based formula — where
the amount of funding a student is allocated reflects
his educational need relative to other students
rather than the academic program in which he
enrolls — Georgia could increase both funding equity
and transparency, as well as demonstrate to districts
the state’s support for innovation that can lead to
gains in student achievement.

75
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Georgia would need to take two steps to
implement this recommendation. First, it would
have to change the process it uses to allocate
funding for each district in the first step of its
funding formula, shifting from an inputs-based,
segmented model to a student-based budgeting
(SBB) model. The State Education Finance
Commission has already recommended SBB for
further study, and this section of the report will
shed additional light on this funding approach.75
Second, it would have to increase the percentage of
funding allocated through an SBB model by including
additional funding streams beyond those currently
included in the segmented model. Both steps are
described in more detail below.

State Education Finance Commission. (2012). “Final Recommendations.” Provided by State Education Finance Commission.

A. Shifting to an SBB Model
An inputs-based model (Georgia’s current model)
As mentioned in Part 1, Georgia prescribes 19
academic programs in which districts can enroll
students to address their particular needs in each
of the six segments that make up a child’s school
day. So rather than funding the student, Georgia’s
formula funds a program for each segment of the
day. Consequently, Georgia’s is an inputs-based
model; the amount of funding associated with a
specific program reflects the cost of a particular
mix of staffing and materials.
For example, the $3,565 the state allocates for a
first grader enrolled in a general education class
covers the cost of providing a specific number of
teachers, technical specialists, counselors, and other
staff, in addition to materials like textbooks and lab
equipment. Funding a student who receives special
education category I services costs more because
the inputs (most notably a smaller class size, which
requires more teachers) are more expensive. So
while the portion of the funding formula dedicated
to classroom teacher pay allocates $2,620 for every
first grader in a general education class, which

supports the salary and benefits of one teacher for
every 17 students, that amount jumps to $5,568
for students enrolled in a special education
category I class, which supports one teacher for
every 8 students.
The state includes weights for each program that
show how much one program costs relative to
another, but the inputs, not students, drive both
the costs and the weights. The final formula funding
amount for each student is equal to the sum of the
program costs described above for every program in
which the student is enrolled, divided by six for the
six segments of the school day. As the top-half of
Figure 10 on the next page shows, the student in our
example is a first grader. For four out of six segments,
she is enrolled in a general education classroom, while
for the other two periods, she is enrolled in a special
education category I classroom. The state funding
formula would have allocated $4,592 for this student
in 2010-11.
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Figure 10. Segmented formula versus student-based budgeting

Segmented Formula
(Georgia’s current model)
Segment

1

2

3

4

5

6

Program

Primary
1-3

Primary
1-3

Primary
1-3

Special Ed.
Category 1

Special Ed.
Category 1

Primary
1-3

Total
-

Staff: Student Ratio
1:17
1:345

Counselors

1:17
1:345
1:462

1:8
0

1:8
0

1:17
1:345

1:462

1:17
1:345
1:462

0

0

1:462

-

Technical Specialists

1:110

1:110

1:110

1:110

1:110

1:110

-

Psychologists

1:2475

1:2475

1:2475

1:2475

1:2475

1:2475

-

Social Worker

1:2475

1:2475

1:2475

1:2475

1:2475

1:2475

-

SPED Leader

0

0

0

1:200

1:200

0

-

$6,645
$1,108

$3,565
$594

$4,592

Teachers
Subject Specialists

+ operational costs
+ 20 days additional instruction
+ central administration
+ school administration
+ facility maintenance and operations
+ media
Program Cost
Program Cost/6

$3,565
$594

$3,565
$594

$3,565
$594

$6,645
$1,108

Student-Based Budgeting
(Example of a new alternative)
Student characteristics

Additional weight

Total funding allocated

Base funding

-

Low-income

0.4

$835

Special education category I

0.8

$1,670

-

$4,592

Total

$2,087

A student-based model (A new alternative)
In contrast, a student-based budgeting (SBB)
formula follows a two-step process that focuses on
the relative cost of funding one student compared
to another based on his educational needs rather
than inputs:
Step 1. The state sets a minimum level of funding to
cover the cost of a basic education. All districts are
allocated this amount for every student.
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Step 2. The state determines how much additional
funding districts should have for students with
particular characteristics that indicate greater need,
such as being an English-language learner, receiving
free or reduced-price lunch or requiring a certain
category of special education.
Consider how SBB might play out using a simple
hypothetical illustration that allocates the same
amount of funding for the student described in the
example above (See the bottom half of Figure 10).

In this model, the formula allocates a base amount
of $2,087 for every student. The formula then adds
an additional 80 percent — $1,670 – because the
student qualifies for special education category I,
reflecting greater student need.76 The hypothetical
model does not include a supplement for gradelevel, because the data do not conclusively show
that younger students are necessarily more
expensive to educate. But the SBB formula includes

a supplement for students who qualify for free or
reduced-price lunch – 40 percent or $835 – for which
the student in our example is eligible. Altogether, the
formula funding amount for this student remains
the same – $4,592 – but student need drives the
process through which that number is reached,
and the process itself is much more streamlined
and transparent.

The advantages of a student-based model
Since both Georgia’s current allocation model and
an SBB model aim to align state funding with
student need, SBB offers more of a revision to the
current system, as compared to a complete overhaul.
Despite similarities between the models, however,
there are at least four differences that make an SBB
model the better option.77
1. Encourages flexibility. Georgia’s current model
relies almost entirely on one method to tailor
education to a student’s needs – changes in
class size.78 Given Georgia’s history of student
performance, however, changes to class size alone
are unlikely to get students where they need to be.79
In contrast, SBB does not presume that a
particular academic program will help all students
with a specific educational need to achieve at high
levels. Instead, it leaves open the possibility that
different supports might work for different children.
SBB is also more adaptable to new instructional
approaches that break from the traditional
classroom model, such as virtual or blended learning,
because funding amounts reflect the relative cost
of educating different types of students, rather
than providing a particular basket of inputs.

2. Clarifies difficult budget decisions. SBB allows
policymakers to more easily and transparently
adjust funding levels as revenues increase or
decrease. If revenues rise, for example,
policymakers can consider how they want to
allocate the new dollars. If they want to increase
funding across the board, they can increase the
base level per student. If they want to allocate
more money to certain categories of students,
they can increase the weights for those categories.
And if they want to recognize new kinds of student
need, they can add categories. Policy discussions
can focus on what combination of those changes
make the most sense for students statewide.
3. Eliminates tension between special education
funding and federal policy. As detailed earlier,
increases in funding for different academic programs
correspond with reductions in class size. Special
education students are allocated the most funding in
the current formula because their academic programs
include the smallest class sizes. Federal law, however,
requires that special education students learn in
the “least restrictive environments.” Smaller,
more isolated classrooms are more restrictive,
putting the funding formula at odds with federal
policy. By breaking the link between funding and
class size, SBB eliminates this tension.

The special education weight would increase for special education categories indicating greater need.
Segmenting a student’s dollars should still be possible, however, when a student is actually dividing her time between different education providers.
Although districts and schools are not required to spend education funding as prescribed through the state allocation model, state law mandates maximum
class sizes, which are aligned with QBE. For the last three years, however, those class size mandates have been waived to provide greater flexibility in light of
budget cuts.
79
See footnotes 55 and 56 for evidence.
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4. Increases transparency. SBB enables the
creation of straightforward reports that show the
characteristics of a district’s students and exactly
how much funding different groups of students
contributed to the district’s overall funding. If
displayed alongside data about the performance of
those groups of students, SBB provides a high level
of transparency to policymakers, parents, and the
public. If the public can see, for example, that a
district is being allocated large sums of funding for its
English language learners, but those students’
performance is sub-par, that information can
stimulate a community discussion about how
resources are being used and ways to improve the
education received by students learning English.

While SBB does not guarantee that districts spend all
of the funds a particular group of students generates
for them in a certain way, it creates the transparency
needed to force these policy discussions.
With this recommendation, we are not attempting
to assign dollar figures to a new funding formula or
determine how much funding is sufficient to meet
students’ educational goals, a task best suited
for state policymakers who can better weigh the
trade-offs between different options. Rather, this
recommendation aims to make the case that SBB offers
a new and better structure for allocating funds that is
more aligned with the four characteristics of a strong
finance system outlined at the beginning of this report.

A look at SBB at work in other school systems
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SBB has gained significant traction in the U.S. over the past

• Houston, TX: Shrank funding difference between the

decade. Hawaii adopted an SBB model to allocate school

highest and lowest-funded schools from 245 percent to

funding in 2004, and Rhode Island implemented SBB

24 percent in four years, improving equity

statewide in 2011. At the local level, at least 18 school

• Rhode Island: Went from being the only state without a

districts have adopted an SBB model (See map above).

funding formula, largely allocating to districts through
individual line items, to allocating the majority of funding

While it can be difficult to evaluate SBB’s impact on

through a two-part SBB formula, improving transparency

students because SBB tends to be part of a larger

• Hartford, CT: Granted principals greater autonomy and

package of reforms all aimed at improving academic

became a district of choice where families must choose a

achievement, systems that have implemented SBB report an

school for their child, improving flexibility and accountability

impressive list of positive effects. Consider the following:

• Oakland, CA: Attributed the district’s six-year running
recognition as “most improved large district in California”
to key strategies, including SBB80

Thomas B. Fordham Foundation. (2006). “Fund the child: Tackling inequity & antiquity in school finance.” Available: http://www.eric.ed.gov/ERICWebPortal/
search/detailmini.jsp?_nfpb=true&_&ERICExtSearch_SearchValue_0=ED495066&ERICExtSearch_SearchType_0=no&accno=ED495066;
Public Impact. (2012). “Funding a better education: Conclusions from the first three years of student-based budgeting in Hartford.” Chapel Hill, NC: Public Impact
and Hartford, CT: Achieve Hartford! Available http://www.achievehartford.org/upload/files/StudentBasedBudgetingReport.pdf; L. Snell. (2009)., “Weighted student
yearbook, 2009.” The Reason Foundation. Available http://reason.org/files/wsf/yearbook.pdf; J. Chambers, L. Shambaugh, J. Levin, M. Muraki, & L. Poland. (2008).
“A tale of two districts: A comparative study of student-based funding and school-based decision making in San Francisco and Oakland Unified school districts.”
American Institutes for Research. Available http://www.air.org/files/A_Tale_of_Two_Districts_Final.pdf.
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Selecting parameters for an SBB model
If the state chooses to adopt an SBB model, it must
decide which values to use in its SBB formula, including the base amount, categories of student need and
weights. This decision is best left to state policymakers and education leaders who can prioritize funding
goals and make appropriate trade-offs.81 The weights
in Georgia’s current funding formula offer a logical
starting point for policymakers to consider though.
An SBB model provides an opportunity to improve
both funding equity and transparency. Within
education, funding equity refers to directing more
resources towards districts whose students have higher
levels of academic needs. Equity increases under SBB
because funding follows students to the districts and
schools in which they enroll based on their needs,
rather than on salary or program costs. Meanwhile,
transparency improves because more dollars flow
through a consistent and straightforward formula.
Of course, any changes to the state funding formula
will cause allocations to shift. Therefore, any changes
with respect to funding must be handled carefully. It
is recommended that the state move toward SBB in a
way that minimizes short-term changes in how much
funding each district receives so that adjustments
can be made over time.
As mentioned in the first part of this report, the state
does relatively well with respect to equity. There is
certainly room to improve, but the need to increase
the level of transparency around the state’s funding
mechanism is even more urgent. This report therefore
recommends that the state initially focus on changing
the process by which funds are allocated, rather than
the amount of funding allocated. Although funding
allocations would not change significantly in the shortterm, this approach would still immediately achieve
the benefits listed above – including encouraging
flexibility, clarifying difficult budget decisions, and
greatly increasing funding transparency.
The state’s current system provides a logical starting

point for setting the parameters in an SBB formula.
Georgia could use its 19 academic programs as the
weighting categories and carry over the weights
associated with each, adjusting the base amount
to reflect the additional funding streams described
in the next section (See Figure 11 on the following
page). For example, the current weight for a student
enrolled in a general education kindergarten class is
1.66. In an SBB system, that student would therefore
be allocated the base amount plus an additional
66 percent. While this would preserve the current
weights, it would also establish a clear structure that
policymakers could then evolve.
Changing the framework in this way would greatly
improve funding transparency by eliminating the need
to distinguish between salary and operating funds
and direct and indirect costs, as well as the dozens of
formulas and calculations underlying those amounts. If
these levels of complexity can be pared down to a more
straightforward formula, Georgia citizens and policymakers are much more likely to understand how school
funding works in the state, and therefore be able to
engage more meaningfully in discussions about the
funding system’s strengths, challenges and opportunities
for improvement. Additionally, streamlining such a
complex formula allows district personnel to more
effectively plan for future years and saves valuable time
spent on accounting and reporting.
Once the new system is fully implemented and state
revenues begin to increase, policymakers can evolve
the weights by collapsing some of the programs and/or
adjusting the base amount and weights to better reflect
the relative cost of educating different student groups
based on the return on investment. The State Education
Finance Commission has already recommended
combining programs using a weighted average, along
with several other measures that would simplify the
current formula.82 In the short term, the aim would be
to match the system’s current allocations fairly closely,
changing the structure and transparency without
significant re-allocation.

For examples of SBB formula used elsewhere, see Education Resource Strategies. (2010). “Weighted student funding district summaries: Nine district examples.”
Available http://erstrategies.org/resources/details/wsf_district_summaries
82
Other measures the Commission has recommended include: combining technology and textbook categories into one Instructional Materials category,
simplifying the school nutrition funding formula, and smoothing programs such that students generate identical funding amounts across each category.
State Education Finance Commission. (2012). “Final Recommendations.” Provided by State Education Finance Commission.
81
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Figure 11. The current weights in Georgia’s funding formula

Student characteristics
Kindergarten
Early intervention

Weight
1.66
2.05

Primary grade(1-3)
Primary grade early intervention
Upper elementary grade (4-5)
Upper elementary grade early intervention

1.29

Middle grade(6-8)
Middle school (6-8)
Base funding (9-12)
Vocational lab (9-12)
Special education category I
Special education category II
Special education category III
Special education category IV
Special education category V

1.02

1.81
1.03
1.80
1.12
1.00
1.18
2.40
2.82
3.60
4.84
2.46
1.67

Gifted student category VI
Remedial education
Alternate education
English speakers of other languages

1.32
1.61
2.54

B. Including as Many Existing State Education Funds as Possible
As mentioned in Figure 1, Page 13, about two-thirds
of state funding is already allocated to address
differences in student needs. More of the remaining
third should do the same. The second part of this
recommendation suggests that the state fold additional
funding streams into the formula to distribute on a perpupil basis. For example, it makes sense to allocate
funding for nurses on a per-pupil basis because the
number of nurses needed depends on the number of
students in school each day. In contrast, the equalization
grant aims to offset differences in district wealth,
rather than differences in student enrollment, so it is
recommended that the state maintain its equalization
grant funds as currently distributed.
Rolling additional funds into the SBB formula
would allow the state to increase the base amount
and/or the weights in the formula. Based on

• Categorical grants within QBE83
• Special education itinerant and supplemental
speech, which represent a line item under QBE
earnings, and are not linked to student enrollment
the same way as the other QBE programs84
• Categorical funds outside of QBE including lottery
funds and state nutrition grants85
• The training and experience supplement the state
calculates to help ensure that districts have enough
funding to pay staff salaries as mandated under the
state salary schedule

As explained earlier, we do not believe that the equalization grant should be part of the SBB formula because it is intended to offset differences in district wealth.
A student will qualify for Special Education Supplemental Speech funds if he or she: 1) receives at least 4 segments of non-speech special education services in a
single category, and 2) also receives speech services for less than ½ of a segment. Each supplement is about $500, about one third of the direct instruction funding
within a Category III segment. Special Education Itinerant funds are used to compensate special education service providers who work in multiple locations. The
funds are intended to account for the time spent traveling between locations rather than teaching a segment. For FY13 the state budgeted $1.2 million for Special
Education Itinerant.
85
We recognize that several categorical grants outside of QBE are not appropriate to include in an SBB formula because they are not calculated on a per pupil basis.
For example, we would not recommend that Georgia include “on behalf” payments, which represent financial obligations the state has made for things like health
insurance and pensions.
83
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analysis of Georgia’s current funding system, some
of the funds that could be folded into a student-based
formula include:

Many of these funding streams are relatively small.
As Figure 1, Page 13, showed, categorical grants
outside of QBE accounted for less than 10 percent
of state funding in 2010-11, while categorical grants
within QBE represented about two percent, and
special education itinerant and supplemental speech
made up an even smaller portion of the budget.
In terms of transparency, however, bringing more
of these smaller line items into a single budget
allocation amount greatly streamlines the funding
process, making it easier to see how funding flows.
Rolling these dollars into an SBB formula and
eliminating restrictions regarding how districts can
spend them also increases flexibility.

would therefore both increase transparency and
improve equity by tying a greater portion of funding
to student need, rather than staff experience
and qualifications.

The training and experience (T&E) supplement stands
out from the other funding items listed above. T&E
accounts for nearly 30 percent of all state education
funding — more than $1,600 per pupil in 2010-11.86 As
previously mentioned, these funds are not allocated
evenly across districts on a per-pupil basis. The
disparity results in a greater alignment between
funding and teacher characteristics, which in turn
undermines the relationship between funding and
student need. Including T&E funds in an SBB formula

choose. Districts could elect to depart from the state
salary schedule by developing their own schedules
based on rewarding teaching excellence and other
actions and competencies that lead to gains in
student achievement. Districts that moved in that
direction would be building on a trend already under
way in Georgia which, through its Race to the Top
grant, is already encouraging districts to link pay
more closely to teaching effectiveness.

The dollars allocated through T&E funding would not
“disappear” if rolled into an SBB system. Districts
would still receive those dollars, but the amount
each district receives would be based on student
need rather than teacher characteristics. Districts
would not necessarily have to change the way they
pay teachers as a result of including T&E dollars
within an SBB formula, but as discussed in
Recommendation 2, the state should give districts
the flexibility to pay teachers differently if they

Georgia Department of Education. (2011). “State salary & operations detail.”
Retrieved from http://app3.doe.k12.ga.us/ows-bin/owa/qbe_reports.public_menu?p_fy=2000
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Implementing a new formula
Any changes to the state’s funding formula will
inevitably reallocate some amount of funding.
There are at least two ways to address this concern:

annually over 2010-11 levels, it would take up to 10
years to fully increase funds for gaining districts while
holding losing districts harmless.87

1. Hold districts harmless for funding losses. The state
could hold districts that would lose funding under the
new formula harmless, meaning that no district would
be allocated less funding through the new formula than
it does now. As a result, any funding changes would
have to wait until there is new funding. A hold
harmless provision would delay the benefits of SBB,
but may be a necessary trade-off to create a better
system that can take advantage of funding increases
when the economy improves. As total funding increases
in the longer term, the state could fully implement
the new formula. If state revenues grew by 3 percent

2. Phase in funding changes over a transition
period. Another option is for the state to slowly
introduce funding changes over time, minimizing
the gains or losses any district faces in a given year.
Funding gains for some districts would therefore
come at the expense of cuts to others. The benefit of
this approach is that it does not require new funding,
but as a result, some districts would be allocated less
funding compared to their current allocation unless
total state funding increases.

What impact would SBB have on the state’s smallest districts?
Georgia’s smallest districts are allocated the highest per-pupil formula funding levels in the current system. Two
factors drive this funding difference. First, small districts are allocated funding for some district-level positions, like a
superintendent and secretaries, as a lump sum. The per-pupil cost for these positions is more in smaller districts than
in larger districts because in larger districts, the costs are divided across more students. Secondly, the state’s smallest
districts are allocated some of the highest T&E levels in the state because their teachers have, on average, more
experience and higher degrees.
SBB would likely eliminate these funding differences, because SBB allocates a particular funding level per student,
eliminating lump sums. As a result, T&E funding would no longer reflect teacher characteristics, but rather, like all other
SBB funding, student need. Consequently, some have raised the concern that small districts are likely to lose funding
under SBB, even while recognizing that SBB would do a better job matching funding to student need compared to QBE.
If the state chooses to hold districts harmless and prevent any funding losses, small districts will not feel funding level
changes resulting from SBB in the short term. If the state chooses to phase in an SBB model, however, and
as inflation raises costs over time, small districts — as well as other districts that lose funding — will have to learn
to become more efficient. The other recommendations in this report offer some ideas for increasing performance in
any district. Districts could also consider consolidating or sharing services to increase efficiency and cut costs, which
a shift to SBB would incentivize financially. To support districts that enroll too few students to initially cover operating
expenses, however, the state could consider including a small district grant from existing funds to provide a modest
amount of additional funding until the districts have adequate time to adjust their operating expenses through
consolidation, regional collaboration, or use of technology.

The actual amount of funding needed varies depending on the values used in the model, including the base amount, the weights, and the inclusion or exclusion
of certain grants (e.g. T&E, small districts). Using the current weights in Georgia’s funding formula, the additional dollars needed to fund increases in gaining
districts while holding losing districts harmless range between $200 million and $350 million. To simplify the estimate, our analysis uses a single remediation
weight, which is an average of existing state weights for the Kindergarten Early Intervention Program, Primary Grades (1-3), Early Intervention Program, Upper
Elementary Grades (4-5) Program, Vocational Lab (9-12) Program, and Remedial Education Program.
87
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Recommendation 2: Create Incentives to Foster Innovations Aimed
at Increasing Performance

Student performance in Georgia’s schools trails the
national average on a range of metrics. Continuing
more of the same in education finance will not
lead to different results. Instead, Georgia’s schools
need district and school leaders who are willing to
deviate from norms and innovate — as well as the
flexibility and support that allow them to do so. At
the same time, years of declining revenues and
shrinking budgets have emphasized the need for
financial sustainability if any reform is to last. It is

therefore critical that the state create incentives that
foster both innovation and increases in performance.
Below are four steps the state can take to foster
innovation and performance — maximizing the
flexibility of state dollars, refining the state’s vision
for reform, enhancing incentives for innovation, and
holding districts accountable for increasing performance.

A. Maximizing the Flexibility of State Dollars
The first step to fostering innovation is to provide
schools and districts the flexibility to try new
approaches, including flexibility in how they spend
funds. As described in the first part of this report,
some of the state’s most restrictive expenditure
policies — such as the salary schedule and class-size
ratios — get in the way of district and school efforts
to improve student learning. The State Education
Finance Commission identified this same challenge,
and recommended providing a small group of
waivers to districts to increase flexibility in one of
four areas — salary, class size, seat time and the
requirement that 65 percent of funding be spent in
the classroom. Although the state has lifted many
restrictions already due to austerity cuts, those
restrictions are set to return in 2015 for districts
that opt for “status quo” status unless the state
takes action.
Districts may also gain greater flexibility by
participating in the Investing in Educational
Excellence (IE2) program or becoming charter
systems. Under IE2, a district and the State Board
of Education sign a multi-year contract that shifts
additional decision-making authority to the district

level, and charter systems receive waivers for most
state mandates and gain school-level authority over
personnel, school resources, curriculum, and
academic monitoring. Still, many districts are not
in either of these programs and will continue to
operate under the restrictive expenditure policies
described previously once budget constraints ease
and temporary waivers lapse.
The state should lift as many restrictions on state
funding and expenditures as possible for all districts,
as long as doing so does not compromise civil rights,
safety or legal requirements outside the state’s
control. Under the state’s Race to the Top initiative,
Georgia has contracted with a consulting and
management firm to work with five districts to
provide advice and support intended to help the
districts craft resource strategies that better
demonstrate spending patterns and align resources
to strategic goals. That review is likely to reveal a
host of recommendations for increased flexibility,
around not just the four areas mentioned above, but
technology, operations, and others as well. The state
would be wise to heed those recommendations.
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If the state is concerned that districts might not have
the capacity to handle, or may misuse, certain
flexibilities, it could expand on the progress made by IE2
districts and charter systems in developing new, more
innovative and higher-performing systems, while
leaving open the possibility for districts to create
their own, even better, approaches. For example,
recommending that the state stop funding districts
based on the training and experience levels of their
teachers is not to suggest that teacher pay would or
should decrease. Instead, districts should be allowed
to adopt salary schedules that consider teachers’
consistent effectiveness in the classroom or their
willingness to assume additional responsibilities.
Similarly, once district leaders and school principals
receive financial flexibility, they may have little
understanding of how best to use it. The state should
therefore be intentional in its effort to support those
making budget decisions as they gain more autonomy.
Georgia is already taking a step towards modifying
the salary schedule through its Race to the Top
initiative; a subset of the state’s districts will soon
begin paying teachers bonuses based on student
performance. Georgia could also look to leading
systems nationally, which have replaced traditional
salary schedules with fundamentally different
approaches that provide the same or even greater
compensation overall, but do so in a way that aligns
pay with student performance. For example,
teachers in the Achievement First charter
management organization’s New York schools
receive a significant salary bump as they move up
the career ladder from a Stage 1 “Intern” to a Stage 5
“Master Teacher.” Teachers move to the next “stage”
when they demonstrate required competencies,
such as delivering solid student achievement,
promoting student character development, and
utilizing high-quality instructional techniques. A
move to a new “stage” represents a salary increase

of between $5,000 and $20,000, with “Master
Teachers” ultimately earning $90,000-$100,000 per
year as part of their regular salary.88 This kind of
salary schedule also provides an incentive for
teachers to seek out development opportunities
that will improve their effectiveness and position
them to move up the career ladder. Moreover, this
type of salary schedule is appealing to many younger
teachers, who are likely to receive larger pay raises
earlier in their career when research shows teachers
demonstrate the most improvement, compared to
traditional salary schedules where the largest pay
raises require many years of service. By “frontloading” the salary schedule this way, teaching is
likely to retain many more of its strong, young
teachers and elevate the profession as a whole.
The state could also run a pay for performance
system, supplementing local salaries with additional
funds based on a teacher’s evaluation score. While
such a system would ensure that some teacher
dollars reward performance, ideally districts would
have the flexibility to direct funding in ways that
meet their students’ and teachers’ needs as well
as possible. One approach to create this kind of
flexibility while ensuring teacher compensation is
well-designed would be to create a model structure
that districts would be free to adopt, giving current
teachers the option to move to the new system or
stay in the current one, but then allow each district
to implement an alternative model as long as that
model meets state standards.
In either case, the price of flexibility is accountability.
In the following sections, we describe additional steps
the state can implement to bolster its accountability
system and provide balance for the new flexibilities
suggested, including better reporting and a willingness
to intervene when other efforts fail.

Curtis, R. (2011). Achievement First: Developing a teacher performance management system that recognizes excellence.” Aspen Institute.
Retrieved from http://www.aspeninstitute.org/sites/default/files/content/docs/education/AI_Achievement%20First_performance%20mangmt.pdf.
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B. Refining the State’s Vision for Reform
Research shows that there is no clear link between
simply providing greater flexibility and improvements
in school operations and student learning.89 While a
handful of districts will surely jump at the opportunity
to move in a new direction (as several have through IE2
and the charter systems opportunities), many more are
likely to continue along the same path. Organizational
change is often a frightening notion, fraught with great
perceived risk. In addition to providing the space for
districts to innovate, the state must also therefore shift
its role so that it builds the capacity of districts to drive
reform, making flexibility a catalyst for improvement.
In this support role, the state needs to continue
honing its vision for reform and expectations for
district leadership. This vision would not be designed
to give districts very detailed blueprints of how to
change. Instead, it would put forward some broad
directional principles that could guide district and
school level innovation and creativity. This process
should encompass the Race to the Top reforms that
the state has already asked districts to embark upon,

including enacting higher standards, implementing
better data systems, evaluating teachers and leaders
rigorously and acting on the results, and taking more
vigorous actions to turn around persistently lowachieving schools. All of these reforms will bring
Georgia’s education system up to a solid standard.
But to dramatically improve schools statewide,
Georgia will need to ask for more. In the coming
decade, leading schools and districts are likely to
distinguish themselves by transforming their
schools more dramatically. They will have access to
technology that can personalize learning to each
student’s needs, and can therefore rethink the roles of
teachers and other staff so that vastly more students
can have access to excellent educators. With the
decade’s likely continued fiscal constraints, districts
will probably seek creative ways to pursue these
changes without adding to the cost of educating their
students, and perhaps will even look to reduce costs.
In short, they will become better performers —
enabling higher levels of student learning than they
do today with stable or lowered costs.

C. Creating Incentives for Reform
Setting the vision is not enough, however. In order
to drive performance gains, the state needs to also
incentivize innovation, giving districts a compelling
reason to step outside their comfort zone and try
something new. Similar to the federal Race to the
Top competition, the state could make additional
funding available to districts as part of an “Innovation
Grant,” structured like the current per-pupil
supplement for charter systems aimed at innovation,
and providing perhaps even more funding. To win
the grant, however, districts would need to develop
dramatic and coherent plans for redesign of their
educational delivery with high potential to improve
student learning within existing funds, thus boosting
the return on investment for state dollars.

To promote innovation, the state would not want to be
overly prescriptive about redesign. But it could set a
high bar for the transformational potential of the plans
by asking applicants to project hard metrics, such as the
degree to which the plan would increase the number
of students taught by highly rated teachers; boost the
number of hours students would spend on learning
personalized to their own levels and needs; and shift
funding away from programs and activities for which
there is little evidence of efficacy. To maintain the grant,
districts would need to show actual returns on the
state’s investment — improvements in student learning
per dollar spent. Together with grant winners, the
state would then document the steps, successes and
challenges of winning districts so that other districts
could apply the best strategies.

See for example: Lunenburg, F.C. (2010). “Forces and resistance to organizational change.” National Forum of Educational Administration and Supervision Journal.
27(4). Retrieved from http://www.nationalforum.com/Electronic%20Journal%20Volumes/Lunenburg,%20Fred%20C.%20Forces%20For%20and%20Resistance%20
to%20Change%20NFEASJ%20V27%20N4%202010.pdf; Honig, M.I. & Rainey, L.R. (2012). “Autonomy and school improvement: What do we know and where do
we go from here? Education Policy. 26(3) 465-495. Retrieved from http://education.washington.edu/areas/edlps/profiles/faculty/honig/2012%20HONIG%20
Autonomy%20and%20School%20Improvement.pdf; Fuhrman, S.H., Elmore, R.F. (1995). “Ruling out rules: The evolution of deregulation in state education policy.”
Consortium for Policy Research in Education.
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According to many, Race to the Top advanced the
reform agenda both for winning states and those that
took the time to develop a plan, but did not win.90
For example, several states passed legislation to
make their application more competitive, such as
increasing the state’s ability to improve its lowestachieving schools and removing policies that prohibited
the state from linking student and teacher data for
teacher evaluations.91 As one expert explained, “[Race
to the Top] sparked dramatic policy changes in dozens
of states and advanced education reform further in one
year than it has come in the previous two decades
combined.”92 A similar competition within Georgia
could have just as large an impact.

This recommendation requires annual funding to
cover the cost of grants, to manage the grants, and
to document the process and lessons learned. As
revenues increase and new dollars become available,
the state should set aside a percentage for those funds
to support Innovation Grants. In the short term,
however, the state could also solicit charitable and
federal grants to support this work.

D. Holding Districts Accountable for Improving Performance
Accountability requires consequences when a school
or district fails to support student achievement. Yet in
the U.S., schools and districts that chronically fail their
students rarely face significant consequences.93
In Georgia, charter schools — independent public
schools that receive flexibility in exchange for
accountability — can lose their charters if they are
chronically low-performing, forcing them to close.
At the district level, policymakers have also sought
to hold districts more accountable in exchange for
greater flexibility. For charter systems, the primary
risk is a return to the status quo and the loss of the
supplemental per pupil funding they received.
Meanwhile IE2 districts face more dire consequences:
the loss of control of schools that fail to reach the
goals set in the IE2 contract.94 But Georgia has not yet
had to follow through on the consequences outlined
in IE2 contracts, and it is not clear exactly what will
happen if it needs to.

No doubt districts feel some pressure to take action
at their failing schools — and receive considerable
support from the state to do so. But as in most
states, these interventions stop short of any kind of
ultimate consequence such as school closure, state
takeover or transfer of the school to some other
alternative governance. Currently, the state’s main
ultimate consequence is withholding funds, which
state leaders tend to be reluctant to do when the
schools concerned are already facing such steep
uphill challenges.

See for example: Boser, U. (2012). “Race to the Top: What have we learned from the states so far?: A state-by-state evaluation of Race to the Top performance.”
Center for American Progress & Learning Point Associates. Available http://www.americanprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/issues/2012/03/pdf/rtt_states.pdf;
The New Teacher Project. (2010). “The real race begins: Lessons from the first round of Race to the Top.”
Available http://tntp.org/assets/documents/RealRaceBegins.pdf?files/RealRaceBegins.pdf
91
United States Government Accountability Office. (2011). “Race to the Top: Reform efforts are under way and information sharing could be improved.” Retrieved from
http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d11658.pdf; Learning Point Associates. (2010). “State legislation: Emerging trends reflected in the state phase 1 Race to the Top
applications.” Retrieved from http://www.learningpt.org/pdfs/RttT_State_Legislation.pdf
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Daly, T. (2010). “Analysis of Race to the Top outcomes applauds contest deign, urges scoring improvement.” The New Teacher Project.
Retrieved from http://tntp.org/news-and-press/view/race-to-the-top-scoring-improvements1
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Mass Insight. “The turnaround challenge.” Retrieved from http://www.massinsight.org/stg/research/challenge/
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In fact, within IE2 districts, a school is subject to takeover or chartering if it fails to meet the goals set in the IE2 contract, regardless of overall performance. As a
result, some good, or even excellent schools or districts face takeover, raising a different set of policy concerns.
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Districts that have neither charter system nor IE2
status, have no real incentive to meet performance
targets. The state issues numerical grades for each
school. Schools that chronically underperform must
undergo escalating interventions. Struggling schools
receiving federal school improvement dollars and
those in Race to the Top participating districts must
implement one of the four federally approved school
improvement models.

The state has the capability to do much more given
the tools at its disposal, however. Ideally, states would
never have to take over a school or district.95 But
when all other efforts have failed, the state must
be willing — and able — to step in. Georgia’s
constitution may place limits on the state’s ability to
take over schools, but the state has well-established
procedures for using contractual arrangements with
districts to facilitate state interventions. Georgia
may not even need new legislation in order to do so:
Georgia law gives the state the authority to approve a
single accountability system that incorporates federal
laws, rules and regulations. Arguably, this could
enable the state to invoke a provision under the
federal No Child Left Behind Act under which
taking over chronically failing schools is one option
for states.96
In addition to legal authority to step in, the state would
also need the capacity to take over failing schools or
districts if needed. To ensure that readiness, Georgia
could take several steps to build its capacity:
• Empower the Governor’s Office of Student
Achievement (GOSA) and the state Board of
Education to oversee and implement the process. In
this role, GOSA would identify schools for turnaround
and then contract with capable organizations to
operate the schools. Holding those providers
accountable for achieving dramatic gains would be
the office’s primary function. While the Offices of
School Improvement and Turnaround at the Georgia
Department of Education currently engage in this
work, an empowered GOSA would likely add a level of
accountability that could support sustained change.
• Build the supply of organizations and individuals
capable of stepping in to operate schools pulled

into the state’s authority. This could include a
combination of recruiting competent, not-for-profit
entities to expand in Georgia, encouraging
successful Georgia schools to take on the challenge
of managing failing schools, and incubating new
organizations and leaders. If the state needed to
operate schools directly on a temporary basis while
building this supply, it could create a small service
organization funded solely out of dollars allocated to
the schools to perform this function.
• Engage local communities, including parents and
other stakeholders, to help them understand the
importance of acting decisively and to involve them
in discussions about the future of their schools.
• Develop long-term plans for school governance,
including the circumstances under which schools
would return to their districts, remain under state
oversight, or assume some other governance
arrangement such as charter status.
That is not to say that the state should not
pursue other options as well. Through its Race to
the Top grant, Georgia has also intensified its school
improvement efforts. In 2011, the House and
Senate both considered bills that would allow
parents and guardians to petition the local school
board to become a charter school if the school is
low-achieving.97 Other states have transferred
accountability for schools to mayors, creating a single
point of accountability and producing positive overall
results.98 Whatever the exact vehicle, the critical
point is for the state to develop credible ways to
intervene substantially in cases where schools fail
chronically. The mere possibility of such intervention
may induce more districts to act when their schools
lag, but if they do not, the state will have options.

The Center for Comprehensive School Reform and Improvement. (2005). “School restructuring options under No Child Left Behind: What works when?: State
takeovers of individual schools.” Learning Points Associates. Retrieved from http://www.centerforcsri.org/pubs/restructuring/KnowledgeIssues1StateTakeovers.pdf
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Oluwore, J.O. & Green, P.C. (2009). “State takeovers of school districts: Race and the equal protection clause.” Indiana Law Review. 42(343) 342-409. Retrieved
from http://indylaw.indiana.edu/ilr/pdf/vol42p343.pdf
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The Parent Trigger. “In your state.” Retrieved from http://theparenttrigger.com/in-your-state/
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Wong, K.K., Shen, F.X., Anagnostopoulos, D. & Rutledge, S. (2007). The Education Mayor. Georgetown University Press. Washington, D.C.
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Together, these three pieces — funding flexibility,
incentives for innovation and accountability
for results — create a single, aligned and
comprehensive framework for school reform
that includes all schools and provides the same
opportunities and consequences for all schools
as well. The current system involves a trade-off
between flexibility for accountability, and in the
case of charter systems only, incentives for
innovation. We propose that the state build on the
systems it already has in place by offering a new
trade: money for transformative, performanceenhancing reform. Consistent with the State

Education Finance Commission’s recommendation to
draw on IE2 and charter system concepts to create
new accountability levels, districts could opt to face
enhanced accountability measures and incentives in
exchange for additional funds for innovative reform.99

Looking ahead: Building next-generation funding systems?
While the approaches recommended here would spawn innovation and performance gains, they would still leave
many aspects of the current system intact. Funding would still flow to districts in annual allotments, based far more
on student needs, but still in per-student-per-year amounts. Per-student-per-year funding makes sense in today’s
schools, where students are expected to progress one grade at a time toward high school graduation. Yet these
expectations may evolve in the coming years with increased availability of digital learning tools and more flexible forms
of assessment. It will be increasingly possible, for example, for students to progress through material at their own
pace, completing a “course” six months into a year and then going on to the next rather than waiting for the following
fall. Students may also gain the flexibility to take classes, or parts of classes from a range of “providers,” rather than just
from the schools they attend.100 While virtual schooling and digital learning are still today a comparatively small part of
Georgia’s education landscape, and thus of school funding, they are likely to grow in importance.
Georgia’s funding system — even with the changes recommended above — will not be designed for these new
opportunities. While it would not be possible to design a system now for an uncertain future, the state should take
steps to position itself for adapting its finance system as that future unfolds. Georgia should create a commission to
study and create pilots of next-generation funding systems. For instance, the state could study and pilot systems
that pay districts in return for student competency and growth rather than time in class, or that enable students to
receive instruction from multiple providers who only receive the full contract amount if they meet targets for student
performance.101 The method for funding the Florida Virtual School (FLVS) offers one example. The school receives
funding only after students complete their courses, which drastically increases FLVS’ accountability for student
success.102 Districts that demonstrate a willingness to pilot a next-generation funding system could receive additional
funding for their participation.

State Education Finance Commission. (2012). “Final Recommendations.” Provided by State Education Finance Commission.
Segmenting a student’s dollars should still be possible when a student is actually dividing her time between different education providers.
For more on these ideas, see: Hassel, B.C. & Doyle, D. (2009). “Shifting risk to create opportunity: A role for performance guarantees in education.” American
Enterprise Institute. Available http://www.aei.org/files/2010/07/28/PerformanceGuaranteesEducationFINALHasselDoyle.pdf; Digital Learning Now. “Element 9:
Funding.” Available http://digitallearningnow.com/element-9-funding/; Horn, M.B. & Mackey, K. (2011). “Moving from inputs to outputs to outcomes: The future
of education policy.” Innosight Institute. Available http://www.innosightinstitute.org/innosight/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/Moving-from-Inputs-to-Outputs-toOutcomes.pdf; Sturgis, C. Patrick, S. & Pettinger, L. (2011). “It’s not a matter of Time: Highlights from the 2011 competency-based learning summit.”
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Available http://educationnext.org/files/ednext_20093_12to18.pdf
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Recommendation 3: Build Data and Reporting Systems that Link Funding,
Expenditures, and Student Outcomes in Meaningful Ways
Good information is critical to improving the
alignment between Georgia’s current funding system
and the four characteristics of a high-quality finance
system outlined at the beginning of this report —
equity, efficiency and effectiveness, flexibility and
accountability, and transparency. It is only possible
to increase efficiency, for example, if policymakers
have access to data that will allow them to analyze
spending in conjunction with student outcomes.
Similarly, if the goal is to incentivize innovation
and share best practices, Georgia needs a way to
distinguish approaches that work from those
that do not.
In the last few years, Georgia has built an impressive
longitudinal data system (LDS) that contains six years
of data and nearly 500 variables related to students,
including demographic, behavioral, and performance

information. In addition, the LDS collects teacher
data, such as credentials and experience, and ties
teachers to the students who were in their classroom.
The LDS has made it possible to effectively audit
student counts — a prerequisite for the SBB system
proposed in the first recommendation. But the state
is still unable to collect, track and analyze its financial
data in the same way.
Therefore, the state should enhance its data and
reporting systems by taking four steps that increase
the breadth, reporting and integration of financial
data by creating a “Longitudinal Finance System”
(LFS) to serve as a single repository for financial
data, linking the LFS to the LDS, clearly identifying how
education dollars flow, and developing and reporting
on a set of power metrics.

A. Create a Longitudinal Finance System to Serve as a Single Repository
for Financial Data
As experienced first-hand in the research for this
report, policymakers must sift through a large
number of documents to access data showing how
much funding districts receive for various programs,
and the formulas and decision points behind these
amounts are often unclear. As a result, the data
that education leaders need to make sound
policy decisions are often unavailable — or else
incomprehensible.
To address this challenge, the state should collect
and maintain all financial data, including both
revenue and expenditure data, in a single data
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system that any relevant department or local district
can access, a Longitudinal Finance System (LFS).
The State Education Finance Commission has
already begun to consider this, as evidenced in its
recommendation to update the chart of accounts to
more accurately align revenue with expenditures.103
The LFS should contain data from all levels — school,
district, and state — and should be exportable so that
users can create customized reports. Collecting these
data in a single repository will increase the consistency
of data availability, as well as accessibility.

State Education Finance Commission. (2012). “Final Recommendations.” Provided by State Education Finance Commission.
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B. Link Financial Data to the LDS
Funding and performance should not be viewed in silos. To determine the return on its investment, the state
must be able to view student performance as a function of spending. Looking at funding and performance side
by side will allow policymakers to identify where districts are successful with a particular student group so that
others can replicate what works and discard approaches that do not support student growth. Moreover,
understanding outputs — in this case, student achievement — per dollar spent will assist policymakers in making
the most effective spending choices, including determining the appropriate base amount and weights to include
in an SBB formula.

C. Clearly Identify how Education Dollars Flow
The state’s annual K-12 finance reports should
include enrollment counts for different categories of
student need, and show the amount of funding
allocated for each category for all schools and
districts in the state, including charter schools.
Hartford, Connecticut’s budget book provides an
excellent example.104 For each school, it details
student enrollment by both grade and need weight,
as well as the amount of funding that each student
count is allocated, so that the average citizen can
easily understand how the district determines each
school’s funding allotment. Denver Public Schools
also shows a comparison of weights from year to
year in its budget document, allowing the typical
Denver citizen to understand how weights change
each year to meet the district’s evolving needs.105
For more on how SBB more clearly links funding to
educational need, see “SBB at Work in Other School
Systems” on page 34.

This report focuses on state funding because it is
the system over which the legislature has the most
control. However, districts are generally free to
allocate the state funds they receive, as well as local
funds, to schools with few restrictions due to current
waivers. The proposed reporting system should
therefore show both how funds flow from the state
to districts, as well as how dollars then move
from districts to schools. Collecting and reporting
funding allocations in this manner will allow the public
to see when dollars follow students to the schools
they attend, and to hold districts accountable when
dollars do not.

Hartford Public Schools. (2012). “Hartford Public Schools Board of Education adopted budget FY 2012-13.” Available http://www.hartfordschools.org/
files/12-13%20Board%20of%20Education%20Adopted%20Budget%20Web%20Revision%20050112.pdf
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D. Develop and Report on a Set of “Power Metrics”
The finance data available today do not indicate how
effectively one district or school spends its dollars
compared to another or to a target. Yet within the
private sector, organizations frequently utilize benchmarking to identify where they are spending too
much as well as where systems are getting the best
value.106 By benchmarking their costs, firms can
determine whether their costs are reasonable, or,
when their costs are considerably higher in a
particular area, when they should pursue new
service providers or operations strategies.
Within the LFS, the state should develop and report
on a set of “power metrics,” or key performance

indicators for each district that can allow the state to
evaluate how well districts (and perhaps individual
schools) are meeting key strategies. These metrics
would also significantly improve data transparency,
allowing not only the state, but district leaders,
policymakers and those who elect them, to account
for Georgia’s educational investment. Figure 12,
below, provides examples of “power metrics”
Education Resource Strategies (ERS) recommends that
district leaders collect so that they can best structure
their resources to support high-performing schools.107
The power metrics aim to both improve the funding
process and to improve the effectiveness of each
dollar spent.

Figure 12. Examples of “power metrics” recommended by ERS

Strategy

Power Metric

Ensure equitable, transparent and flexible
funding across schools adjusted for
student need

• Per pupil general education spending within school level (elementary,
middle, and high school), sorted by school performance
• Per pupil funding on special populations, including the percentage
of students classified as special education, English Language Learners,
free and reduced price lunch, and below proficiency, sorted by school
performance

Restructure teaching and leadership to
foster individual and team effectiveness
and professional growth

• Average teacher and principal compensation, years of experience,
percentage certified in subject, evaluation distribution, and percentage
of specialty teachers who are content certified by school
• Average teacher and principal compensation by teacher performance
evaluation quartile
• Total teacher work hours per year and percent spent on instruction
• Breakdown of total teacher (and principal) compensation expense,
separating out base pay and benefits from pay based on experience,
education, performance, and job responsibilities

Support schools in organizing talent,
time and money to maximize learning

Teacher cost per high school credit earned sorted by incoming student
proficiency level for key subjects and grades (e.g. 9th grade math
and ELA)

See for example Boxwell, R.J. (1994). “Benchmarking for competitive advantage.” McGraw Hill.; Watson, G.H. (2007). “Strategic benchmarking reloaded with six
sigma.” Wiley. Hoboken, NJ.
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Education Resource Strategies. Retrieved from http://erstrategies.org/documents/pdf/Restructuring-Resources.pdf; Council of the Great City Schools. (2011).
“Managing for results in America’s great city schools: A report of the performance measurement and benchmarking project.”
Retrieved from http://www.cgcs.org/cms/lib/DC00001581/Centricity/Domain/81/Managing%20for%20Results_2011.pdf
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Similarly, the Council of Great City Schools’
“Performance Measurement and Benchmarking
Program” established a common set of Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) for a range of big-city
school operations, including business services,
finances, human resources and technology. The
Council then compared performance on each of
these indicators across its member districts, which
highlighted best practices and opportunities to
enhance effectiveness.108 For example, custodial
workload is one of the indicators the Performance
Management and Benchmarking Project examines.
Researchers found that in the median district in
2009, custodial employees were responsible for
25,536 square feet, but that the workload was much
lower in some districts – less than 15,000 square
feet. By increasing custodial productivity to the
median district using the methods described above,
a low-workload district of about 30,000 students
could save approximately $2.75 million each year
compared to current practices.
If Georgia adopts similar practices, it could highlight
opportunities for districts to reduce their operational
costs, as well as identify schools and districts achieving

strong achievement results with a particular student
sub-group. These schools’ and districts’ strategies
would contribute to the state’s body of knowledge
concerning best practices, providing other states and
districts with examples after which they could model
their own spending and programming. Georgia has
already invested significant energy and funds in its
new College and Career Ready Performance Index and
is moving ahead with a new school grading system
as well. The power metrics would complement these
efforts by linking student outcomes to the funds that
support student performance.
Based on conversations with the Georgia Department
of Education and national school finance experts,
these four data enhancements, along with the
purchase of new software to update existing data
systems and make them more functional, will likely
require an investment of up to $50 million. Although
the upfront cost is substantial, and it may take a few
years to fund and produce, productivity gains would
likely cover the cost over just a few years, and these
improvements would lay a much stronger foundation
for ongoing transparency and learning.

Council of the Great City Schools. (2011). “Managing for results in America’s great city schools: A report of the performance measurement and benchmarking
project.” Retrieved from http://www.cgcs.org/cms/lib/DC00001581/Centricity/Domain/81/Managing%20for%20Results_2011.pdf
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C onclusion
G

eorgia’s current school finance system — and
the low performance of the students it funds —
undermines positive student outcomes and, as a
consequence, the state’s economic health. However,
the state has the potential to make smart changes for
a stronger system that will support better outcomes
for its students and the broader Georgia population.
Revising the way funds are currently allocated through
QBE to adopt a student-based formula will improve
funding equity and transparency, and will ensure that
the dollars flowing to districts are more directly tied to
students’ educational needs. Creating new incentives
for innovation will strengthen the groundwork for
increased student performance, offer districts
additional flexibility, and introduce heightened district
accountability for producing returns on the state’s
investments in education. Building data and reporting
systems that link funding, expenditures, and student
outcomes will increase efficiency and more effectively
track the practices that consistently support
student achievement.

Georgia’s education system is at a critical juncture.
Standards are rising for students within the U.S.
and globally. Obtaining a high-quality education
will increasingly determine each citizen’s
prospects for employment, income and many other
life outcomes. At the same time, budgets for public
education will remain tight. Now is the perfect time
for Georgia’s policymakers to rethink the state’s
approach to school funding, creating a finance
system that gives each student the funding he or she
needs, frees educators to meet those needs, and
provides powerful incentives for districts and schools
to spend smartly and achieve better outcomes.
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